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Neu, Assistant Dean of Students

A ~safet y net' for stude nts
By Chris Heisenberg
Helping first year_ students
cope with problems is the main
goal of the new Assistant Dean
of Students, Emily Moore.
'Td like to get more students
lU I c:alit.c: lhat we arc here to

Ms. Emily Moore the new Assistant Dean of Students. Moore
replaced Nancy Schroder.(Debbie Yale photo)

help them with any problems,
especially first year students,"
Moore said.
"We serve in an advocacy
role for any individual
student. This whole office is
like a safety net to the students,
in case they have problems,"
Moore said,
Moore is replacing Nancy
Schroeder, who held the
pos1t1on for three years.
Schroeder left over the summer
to work in western Massachusetts.
"Nancy did a ·lot of work
with SHARP(Sexual Harassment and Rape Prevention),

Frater nity emptie s by deadli ne
Moisan said the fraternity
By Julie Colligan
realizes fire officials were
Kappa Sigma fraternity met
concerned about their safety,
the Oct. I deadline set by the
but the evacuation· was
UNH Safety Department for . untimely.
the evacuation of their house,
"It was a shock to all of us,
after a smouldering electrical
and it created a lot of problems
fire was found on the second
because it was at the beginning
floor on Sept. 3.
of the semester," Moisan said.
All but six of the 38 members
"We were hurt by this
living in Kappa Sigma were
financially, because many of
given a month to find alternate
the brothers had budgeted their
housing because the house was
semester knowing that Kappa
declared unsafe to live in,
Sigma is less expensive than a
according to Kappa Sigma's dorm or apartment," he
president, Bill Moisan. _The
continued.
remaining six are all officers
"The beginning of the
who live on the first floor of the
semester is tough, because
building.
you're moving in, going to
The University had planned
classes, and trying to get
to help the members find
settled," Moisan said. "I feel as
housing if they had trouble
doing so in the time allotted,
according to Moisan. "We all
found housing on our own and
now it's just a matter of paying
everyone back, because a lot of
brothers already paid their
semester's rent."

though we are a full month
behind everyone else and that
we 're just getting our feet on the
ground."
Kappa Sigma is presently
working on making the house a
safe place to live, and one
source they are counting on for
support is their alumni. So far
the fraternity has sent out over
500 letters, and has already
received several responses,
according to Moisan.
The fraternity's sptrtt
remains intact, however.
Another member, Jim Godwin,
said, "It's an inconvenience,
but it's nothing we can't
handle.''

and I'd like to continue
working on it. It had grown to
the point where it needed
restructuring, it had gotten too
large," Moore said. "So no_w_we
a re setting up sub-committees
to strengthen the program."
Moore also will be doing
extensiv·e work with the
freshman orientation. "We will
be figuring out the logistics, the
types of pro!?iram_s, a!1d
evaluating the onenta1on with
_
other people."
"I'd like to smooth out the
kinks between the academic
part of orientation, a_nd the
other parts," Moore said.

Another important part of
her job is her role on the
Student Diversity Program.
"The students here are fairly
similar which makes it difficult
for those students who aren't
the same. l he students who are
different are a tremendous
educational resource for the
other students."
Moore has wo,ked the last
two years in the Liberal Arts
Advising Center. . She received
a Masters degree in Counselling from UNH in 1979. She
has worked at Easter Seals
Society in Manchester, also
doing counselling.

Studen t Senate skips
manda tory meetin g
By Edmund Mander
The Student Senate failed to
meet last Sunday, violating the
Senate Constitution which
mandat_es weekly meetings ..
According to John Davis,
president of the stude~t body,
there was "no business at
hand," and no agend~.
Rules concerning the
frequency of Senate m_eetings
appear in Article 2, Sect10n 7 of
the constitution.
This Sunday, the senate will
meet and elect a speaker to
replace Mike McMahon, who
resigned this se_mester.
According to Davis, three
student senators are seeking
nominati_o n for the position.

The Senate Speaker presides
over all senate meetings,
prepares meeting agendas ,and
oversees election procedures.
The senate will also be
presented with the names of
appointees to the posts of
Academic Council Chairperson, and Personnel Officer,
business which should have
been accomplished by the
second meeting of the semester,
according to Article 3, Section
5 of the senate constitution.
According to Davis, the
delay in filling the pos.itions
was to allow for the vacancies
to be adequately publicized.
Davis said he will make the two
appointments today.

Dartmo uth
fratern ity

-INSIDE--

The f"ootha/1 team lost
Andn~ Garron on Sawrda_r
hw not the game. as they
heat Dartmouth 38-/0. See
story, page 24.
La1endar .................. page 5
Notices .................... page 6
Editorial : ................ page 12
Features ................. page 15
Sports ..................... page 24

fined
$25,00 0

By Margaret Consalvi
The brothers of Bones Gate
Fraternity at Dartmouth
college were fined $25,000 for
giving alcohol to minors at a
November 13, 1983 party,
according to Richard Lindahl,
Bones Gate president.
$20,000 of the fine was
suspended in a negotiated plea
agreement September 27. The
agreement is contingent . on
three years good behavior,
after which a conditional
discharge may be granted.
Lindahl stressed the desire to
put the fine behind them.
The $5,000 fine was paid
with renovation funds, he said.
These reserve funds will be paid
DARTMOUTH, page 7

The point of the horizon is well illustrated in this picturesque New England landscape.(Dave
Castrucci photo)
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Hotel students cook up formal ~salute to Comics'
By Nancy Staples
celebrating (food from) a city
Bucking tradition, the theme or a culture. This is something
for a seven course gourmet new._ It\almost a history oft he
meal, planned, prepared and comics.
served b y UNH Hotel
"Ra ymond Goodman, head
Administration seniors this of the Hotel Department, was a
semester, will be "A Formal little worried about the theme
Salute to the Sunda y Comics." being too casuaL;' Watson said.
"This is breaking new "But he knows it's a fun dinner
ground for the hotel also and that we're all
department," said Duncan responsible people."
Watson, the General Manager
"Seeing as it's going to be a
of the event, which will be held very non-traditional theme,"
October 26 and 27 in the MU B. said Elizabeth Lees, one of the
"The· theme has always been four top managers of the event,

Bunny, place cards of cartoon
"it's going to be a very nontraditional and colorful menu." characters, large wooden
The menu will feature such characters placed around the
room, and a written history of
dishes as "the great pumpkin
soup" (taken from Charlie the comics.
Brown's Halloween special)
served from pumpkins,
Dinner and e-ntcrtainment is
appetizers, salad, rack of lamb · still in the planning stage,
with mint sauce, vegetables, although considered for
sorbet, and fruit tarts for entertainment is a piano player
dessert, Lees said. There will during the meal and a jan
also be hors d'oeuvres and a band, such as Ben Baldwin and
cocktail hour.
the Big Notes for after dinner,
The decor will include ice Lees said.
sculptures of Garfield and Bugs

$50 reward for lost sweater
By Ed~und Mander
·
· Why would anyone pay $50
for the return of a six-year-old _
sweater? A good question.
Swea·ters arc terribly
important in the - fishing
communities of the bleak Aran
Isles, off the coast of Ireland.
Whenever the bloated,
unrecognizable corpses of
drowned fisherman are washed
·ashore, they can at least be
identified by _ their sweaters,
because each is knitted
according to a family pattern.
Lee's mom, a compulsive
knitter since the age of six, was
inspired by this tradition when
~,;;h·e knitted sweaters for her
family. _
"It's the nicest thing I've seen
her knit," Lee, a part-time
· instructor at the art department, said. (Lee did not wish to
-have his name revealed.)
- Mother and son werit to a lot
of trouble over this sweater.
The man with the mi~singsweater.Lee withheld his last namet0
REWARD·, page 11
, protect his-identity .(Debbie Yale photo)

Unemployment sinks to
new low
New Hampshire's unemployment rate sank to
lthree p~rcent in August. It has not been this low
!Since the 1970s.
The national unemployment rate was 7.3 percent
in August.
The decline ir the New Hampshire rate is due to
the number of new jobs available in manufacturing
and in construction, many of the latter at the
Seabrook nuclear power plant, according to the
Deputy Commissioner of the Department of
Employment Security.

Car crash in Dover
Three· people were injured Thursday night when
their vehicle crashed into the trees off Gulf Road in
Dover.
The driver, 25-year-old Dianne Mott, is in
critical condition in the intensive care unit of Maine
Medical Center.
Both passengers, Robert Freeman of Dover and
Dominic Hartford of Barrington, are in stable
condition at Wentworth Douglass Hospital.
Ms. Mott did not negotiate a curve,'crossed the
center line and crashed into the woods, where the
car was split in half by a tree, according to police.

Newmarket house burns
A two-year-old boy was killed Thursday night in
a house fire in Newmarket.
Six others, five adults and one child, were also
injured in the fire.
The house, located on Grant Road, was gutted,
although part of it remains standing.
There was an explosion inside the house,
according to Fire Chief Wilfred Beaulieu. The
cause of the fire has not yet been determined,
however.

Cartoons or a film on the
history of comic strips may be
presented sometime during the
evening.
Formal invitations to the
dinner arc being sent to Ronald
Reagan, governors, senators,
Bill Marriot, and all presently
working comic strip artists,
such as Charles Schultz,
creator of "Peanuts", said
Steve Grant, front of the house
manager for the event.
The 250 tickets for the
gourmet dinner, costing $15.95
per person, will go on sale
October 12 in the MU B.
Each semester, one or two
gourmet meals are prepared by
Hotel 667 (Advanced Food and
Beverage Management)
students. This year approximately twenty students, half the
class, arc in charge of
organl7.lng and preparing a
meal with entertainment. At

PSNH in default?
Public Service Company of New Hampshire is
waiting to find out if it is in default:
The company does not know what action its
creditors will take because it failed to raise $200
million by selling securities, as it agreed to.
The default deadline was Sunday at midnight.
PSNH has asked for extensions of the deadline.
Without these extensions, the company will be
expected to pay its creditors $125 million
immediately.
According to the company's spokesman, PSNH
is unable to make such a payment.

the completion of the event a
two hundred page manual,
detailing the work required for
the dinner, is mandated by the
professor.
Of the twenty people
involved in the first dinner, the
four top managers arc:
Watson, Lees. back of the
house manager, Steve Grant,
front of the house manager,
and Jeff Hatfield, the
controller of finances.

"For the 37 days that we have
to prepare for this meal."
Hatfield said. "each manager
has about 400-500 hours of
work."

"It may not be the most
difficult course," Watson said,
"but it\ certainly the . most
demanding. Seventy-five
percent of our time is spent on
the dinner."
Students of Hotel 403 ( Food
and Beverage Management)
are required to help during the
actual dinner, according to
Watson and "if something
needs to be done. we can count
on people (such as other
classes), to help."
"It's an experience more than
a dinner," Watson said. "It
allows the hotel majors to get
hands on experience. The
learning in this class is done
with your hands."
b.
J

Hampton Falls sued
Public Service Company of New Hampshire is
suing the town of Hampton Falls.
The town's selectmen refused to let them put up
sirens that would warn of emergencies at the
Seabrook nuclear power project.·
The suit challenges the constitutional rights of
town residents, according to Selectwoman Suzanne
Breiseth.
Residents voted not to allow the sirens "on
principle" at last March's town meeting.

City rid of trash
More money needed
The federal government is studying
contaminated landfills in Dover and
Somersworth-at twice the cost originally
estimated.
The government originally allotted about
$550,000 for the project. The state government of
New Hampshire now claims that will only pay for
remedial investigations.
The federal government will provide the extra
$250,000 to $300,000 needed for the project,
according to the Water Supply and Pollution
Control Commission.

The city of Portsmouth hopes to get rid of the
trash-burning power plant it currently operates on
Pease Air Force Base.
The Pentagon gave the city its approval to do so
on Thursday.
The plant operates at a loss, costing the city
about $1.1 million in the two years it has been on
line.
The city will lose about $800,000 in 1984-5 alone,
according to City Manager Calvin Canney.
Portsmouth ·w ants to sell the plant to an outside
corporation.

More parking in Dover
No more mayor
Somersworth residents want to change the
town's form of government.
A charter proposing a change in city leadership
to a city manager instead of a mayor was tabled by
the City Council since its September meeting.
If the Council approves the charter,
Somersworth residents could vote on it in
November.

Dover residents could have additional places to
park soon.
The City Council will review plans_for a parking
garage on the corner of Locust and St. Thomas
streets. The plans have been proposed by a private
developer.
The council is also condiering a 90-car municipal
lot at School and Main streets. The topic will be
considered in a closed door City Council session on
Wednesday.
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No-nuker
• • •
cr1t1c1zes
Reagan
By Michel LaFantano
Last night the UNH
Coalition For Disarmament
and Peace hosted Sanford
Gottlieb. who spoke on .. The
Peace Issue in the 1984
Elections."
Gottlieb has worked in the
a ntt-n uclea r movement for
close to 20 years and 1s
currently the Director of
United Campuses to Prevent
Nuclear War, an organization
which seeks to establish
educational programs, debates,
and forums concerning the
nuclear arms race on university
cam puses a.cross America,
according to a press release.
His talk focused on the
upcorping election and the two
prime candidates stands on the
military buildup, U.S.-Soviet
relations, arms control, and the
Central American issue.
Gottlieb began by discussing
Reagan's military buildup over
the last four years. He pointed
out that Reagan's policy is
based on the opinion, "there
would be no hot spots if it were
not for the U .S.S. R., "without
considering existing conditions
in the world today.
Reagan felt the U.S. could
not enter arms negotiations
with the Soviet Union, Gottlieb
said, until we regained military
superiority. This led Reagan to
pursue a military spending plan
which involves a $1.6 trillion
expenditure over five years.
This would lead to "your
future being mortgaged,"Gottlieb said, meaning that the
deficit will increase until the
U.S. is borrowing so much
money that interest rates will be
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Beaver_Brown Band
slated to play UNH
By Jim Millard
The John Cafferty Beaver
. Brown Band will perform at
UNH on Sunday October 14,
Homecoming Weekend.
The Student Committee On
Popular Entertainment
(SCOPE), and the Memorial
Union Student Organization
(MU SO) joined forces to
submit a $4500 bid for the
band.
Music videos will open the
show, provided by the Student
Television Network (STVN),
instead of a warm-up band,
according to Art Proulx,
president of SCOPE.
Tickets for Beaver Brown
will go on sale at the MU B
ticket office Monday Oct. 8 at
$6.00 for students and $9 .00 for
the general public.
Beaver Brown gained
national attention performing

Sanford Gottlieb spoke on nuclear disarmament last night in
Parsons L IOL(Frank Consentino photo)
driven "up and up."
Mondale, however, has a
similar spending plan, but his
plans to not include the
purchase of weapons like the
MX missile,Gottlieb said. This
move becomes decisive when
we consider the implications of
weapons like the MX, which
are more target-accurate and
carry more warheads.
The MX then becomes an
offen~ive or ''first strike"
weapon. This increases tension
between the two superpowers
and causes a destabilization of
world peace. This is a strategic
difference between the two

Durham collision
involves State Rep

candidates, Gottlieb said.
Although U.S.-Soviet
relations were not good when
Reagan came into office, they
have become steadily worse,
according to Gottlieb. This, he
stated, is caused partly by the
buildup, and partly by rhetoric,
citing Reagan's comments,
such as calling the Soviet
Union the "Evil Empire," and .
its people "barbarians."
The Soviets believed in 1983
that there was no· hope of
improving relations with the
U.S. administration, Gottlieb
said. Shortly after their
statement, the Soviets
withdrew from arms talks.
"Clearly, relations are as bad
as they have been since the
Cuban missile crisis," Gottlieb
said.
Again, Mondalcs stand has
been softer, according to
Gottlieb.The presidential
challenger proposed annual
summit meetings between the
President and the Soviet
Premier. Mondale would also
put arms limitations back in its

on the soundtrack of the movie

Eddie and The Cruisers .
While the band was asking
$2,750 for a show a month ago
they have increased that
amount to $5,000-$7 ,000,
Proulx said. The increase in the
price a~companies the rise of
their album to number one on
the Billboard album chart.
Although the soundtrack
was released in 1983, the band's
popularity surged when Eddie
and The Cruisers aired this
summer on cable television.
SCOPE also recently
received confirmation that
Santana will be appearing at
UNH on Nov. 3, Proulx said.
Tickets for the Santana show
will go on sale two weeks before
the show at the MU B ticket
office. Prices are $ I 0.00 for
students and $13.00 for the
general public.

Hood House hires
new gynecologist
By Erika Randmere
Dr. Kathleen Tulloh is the
new gynecologist at UNH
Health Services in Hood
House. Health Services has
been without a gynecologist
since Dr. Gratton Stevenson
resigned over Christmas break
of 1983. Tulloh has treated over
100 women since she started
working at UNH September 4.
Concerning her initial
impression of UNH's GYN
Services, Dr. Tulloh said, "'It is
a very well utilized cfin.ic.''The
women she has seen so far "'are
generally weli informed,"
Tulloh -- said. "They appear
responsible and demonstrate a
desire to take care of their
bodies."
She hopes "that we can
continue to improve the
services we offer to meet
students' needs."
Working at a university is
not a new experience for Dr.
Tulloh. She became involved
with student health as a general
physician at Dartmouth
College Student Health Service
at Dartmouth Medical School.

By Ken Fish
Converse said he had no
A New Hampshire House estimate on damages to his car
Representative was involved in and said he would press no
a collision on Main Street. charges against Turcotte.
Durham. last Sunday
According to Golding, the
afternoon.
cause of the accident is under
NU CLEAR, page 9
Supervisor Michael Golding investigation.
·
of the Durham Police
Department said New
Hampshire Representative
Lauy__CQQ_y~rse (D-District 6).
42, of 7 Clover -srreei-: Claremont, NH and Tim
Turcotte, 22, of Wednesday
Hill Road. Lee, NH collided
cars approximately 100 feet
east of Pet tee Brook Lane ( near
the Durham Trust Bank).
Golding said no injuries were
reported in the accident.
Converse said he was
heading eastbound into the
business district of Durham on
Main Street when Turcotte
turned onto Main Street from
Pettee Brook Lane.
"I looked for traffic, and
then put my directionals on (to
move into the left hand lane) ... }
was looking for a parking
place," Converse said.
Co_n verse alleged Turcotte
hit his car's left rear side.
"He (Turcotte) said he didn't
even see me ... but nobody was
injured, just shook up,''
Converse said.
Turcotte was unavailable for The Karate Club working out in New Hampshire Hall.(Frank Consentino photo)
comment.

Dr. Tulloh graduated from
Durham University Medical
School in Durham, England.
She served .her internship at
Royal Victoria Infirmary and
New Castle General Hospital,
also in England, completing
her residency in 1959 with
specialty training in surgery,
obstetrics, and gynecology.
Dr. Tulloh 's office is located
on the second floor of Hood
House. For appointments,
students should contact Cindi
Morang, at the appointment
desk at 862-1806.

Babcock
gets first
senator
By Edmund Mander
Babcock House will be
represented in the Student
Senate for the first time
The recent decision to allow
Babcock to elect a senator was
-in response -to the-h~gh number
of undergraduates living there
this semester, and was
announced at the senate
meeting two Sundays ago.
Although Babcock is
traditionally associated with ·
graduate students, not enough
of them paid their room
deposits before the deadline
this summer.
Faced with the prospect of
empty rooms, Residential Life
decided to increase the
undergraduate population to
45 this year, 10 more than last
semester, and sent letters to
juniors and seniors with
·minimum grade point averages
of 2.7, inviting them to apply
for residency in Babcock.
According to Babcock Hall
Director Dr Paul Hart,
Babcock offers undergraduates _
BABCOCK,page 6
- - -- .. - -
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DURHAM-This fall. scuba
divers from across New
England have been visiting the
University of New Hampshire
to make I00-foot dives in their
street clothes.
These dives are dry ones,
accomplis-hed in the decompression chamber at UNH's
New Hyperbaric Center, where
groups from dive clubs. and
dive shops around the region
come for intensive. one-day
classes . in diving safety ad
accident · management. At the
conclusion of each class, the
students are offered a "ride., in
the chamber, a controlled
environment in which they

many others besides themselves.
.. A divemaster has a lot of
responsibility:· says Laurie
Seluk. one of a group from the
Boston School -of Diving in
Somerville. Massachusetts,
who took the UN H course
recently. ••He guides people on
dives, checks out bottom
times--basically, he's an
underwater tour guide. We
certainly don't want to have to
use the hyperbaric center, but if

we do have a problem. · it's
wonderful to know we have this
kind of support in the area ..,
Seluk's group found the
chamber dive -to be a heady
experience. Comments such as
··My body feels great" and ··My
hangover's gone" were typical.
At I00-feet of pressure the
chamber rang with laughte'r,
which the students attributed
to the peculiar effect high
SCUBA, page 17 ·

ex perience the s:ame pres:s:ure

YOUNG'S

/

SCUBAchamher offers dry dive

j
offering the following specials from
Wed /0 / 3 to 7i,c.,. /0 / 9

BREAKFAST SPECIAL

1·cgctaria11 O111clct .,cned 1rith 10111ato a11d chce.,·c.ji·cshl_r
salflcc'd J>C/>J>crs. onions. and mushrooms. Also comes
11·ith toast a11d Im or n~/1£'£' .... .$2.9()

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
1/0111 and cheese 111clt .,c1Tcd 011 a sesame hu11 ..... $ I .50

DINNER SPECIAL
11<:t turkey .,a11d1rich scn·cd 11·ith sll(!fi11g. ho111cnuulc
nw.,hcd /><>WW and cranhcrr_r saucc ...... $].5()

conditions as they would on an
actual dive or if they were being
treated for a pressure-related
diving injury.
Since April, shortly after the
Center opened, Director D.
Allan Waterfield and
Operations Director Paul
Lavoie have been teamwatching the weekend courses
with a number of ends in mind.
··we want them to really
understand the way they can
physiologically get in trouble in
diving,'~ says Waterfield. ··we
want them to see how the
improvement in equipment has
extended their diving time and
thereby put them at more risk ...
In addition to making them
safer divers, the course teaches
participants how to manage
those accidents that do occur.
Most of the students are
advanced divers and divemasters, people likely to be
responsible for the safety of

The hyperbaric chamber in which dry dives are simulated.( File
photo)

UNDECLARED LIBERAL ARTS
STUDENTS
Somethin.f! new ha.~ been added to the:

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
ACADEMIC ADVISING CENTER
MURKLAND HALL # 111

UNDECLARED LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS
Do you have questions? Having problems about your academic program? Wish to declare a ma.ior? Need
general information?

~~~de~i~ftiiri;ing S~wObtd.•;ne"
to 'ear fr9tl1 .~ f"CaJlthe"";enter to . ,
,schedule_._.a n.-~~~~iµtment to meet.
Tel. no. 861...-1<Jijt1-

SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED TO THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL
ARTS ACADEMIC ADVISING CENTER.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT!
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UNH to buy· AT&T phone s
By Dan Landrigan
Construction of a new $3.1
million universitv-owned
.telecommunications ~ystem is
expected to begin this fall.
UNH and American
Telephone and Telegraph
(AT&T) officials were
scheduled to sign a final
contract last Friday recently
approved by the University
trustees.
The system, based on System
85 Release two, is to go on line
next August.
Negotiations with Northern

Telecom Inc., who were
originally chosen to provide a
telecommunications system,
broke down before a contract
could be agreed upon.
Northern Telecom Inc. had
been scheduled to complete the
system by December.
According to Phyllis Forbes
Director of Admrn1strat1ve
Services, the contract wasn't
completed because UNH and
NTI had "run into snags".
AT&T will install new push
botton phones in place of the
existing dial phones.

All but about 300 of the 2000
existing phone lines will be
eliminated by the new system.
The AT&T system will be
able to handle 1,500 calls at
once. The present system can
handle 300.
In addition, the new system
can simultaneously transmit
voice messages and data for
computers.
The new system will also be
more cost effective than the
present system.
Phone costs will be

PHONES, page 18

CALENDAR
TllESDA Y, October 2
SOCCER: Men ,s. Hahson. Hrackett Field. 3 pm

WEDNESDAY. October 3
Last da~ to withdraw and tJUalify lor ½ tuition refund.
FRENCH ITAi.IAN FILM SERIFS: "Stolen Kisses." 303 .lames.
J pm: 110 M urkland. 7 pm. Admission $1.

THl lRSDA Y, October 4
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: Jane Kaufman. "Li,e
Free and Laugh: Heing an Artist in New Hampshire." HillshoroughSulli\ an Room . M lJ H. I 2:J0-2pm .
· PRESIDENT HAALAND'S INAl/GlJRATION: Field House.
2:30pm
M USO Fl LM : "Raging Hull." S(rafford Room. M-l JH. 7&9:J0pm .

FRIDAY, October 5
FIFI.I) HOCKFY : Women \s . Hm,ton College. Memorial Field.
Jpm .
CROSS COUNTRY : ·womrn \s. Maine. Cowell Stadium. Jpn, .
CROSS COllN .1 RY: Mrn \s . Colh, and Maine. Cowell Stadium.
.
Jpm .
TENN IS: Mrn \ s. Connecticut. Field Hou~ Courts. Jpm.
SOCCER : Men,:-.. Maine. Hrackett Field. Jpm . .
SOCCER :· Womcn ,:-.. Stonehill. Death Valle y Field. J:J0pm.
The !\cw Hamp~hirc (lJSPS 379-280) i~ puhli~hcd and di~trihutcd ~cmiwcdly throughout the academic year. Our office~ arc located in Room 151
ol the Memorial Union Buildine. lll\H . Durham . l\.H. 03824 . Bu~inc~~
01 lice hour~ : Monda> - I- riday I() J\ M-2 PM .. Academic yrnr ~uh~cription:
$20.00. ·1 h ird cla~~ po~tagc paid at Durham . l\ H 03824. J\d\nti~cr~ ~hould
-H ;1mp.\hi1:c . will in no rn~c he
chcd their ad~ the rir~f tf'a>. The
n:~ron~ihk ror typographical or other errors . hut'w ill reprint that part oran
atl\crti~cmcnt in which a typographical error appear~ . if notiricd
immcdiatl'i>. POSTMASTER: srnd addrc~s changes to 7hc Nc11·
lla11111.,hirl', 151 M lJ B. ll l\ H . Durham . NH . 03824 . 11.000 copies per is~uc
nrintcd hy .Journal Trihunc. Biddeford Maine.

1\-t.·,,

L to R, Paul Tosi of AT&T shows one of the new phones that will be installed at UNH to Vice
President Leonard Fisk and President Gordon Haaland.(UNH Media Servic~s photo)

@@@@@@ @@@@@~ @@@@@@ @@

W ott1ett attt, the Dible

r

4'.~
- A 111i11i- series

The Protestant Student Gathering will be studying the
topic of feminism and Christianity for the next three
. weeks. We invite you to join us.
We meet in the Hex Room in McConnell Hall at 7:00
on Thursday evenings.

r~;,~be11 >4 "Wbrii trt lhp thf Bible'' and

;~Feminism and tl~t
K:j ~gdom'', two articles by Virginia MoJlcnkott will be disc~1sscd bf
P~G. ·c opies of the artklt s will be distribut ed . on 9 / 20 and are
available at Wolff House .

rn~f:t~~iJS}iF'flrnof a drnma
Octob:t .1 l "God Cre;qcd.IJ.s;; Mak~
wdtt~nby Ralph and M ~wy Clinc Detrick, to sHc\rC thefrJourney from
tradhiontrl cultural roles to a marriage of wholeness~ equality and
mtthtillity. Bihlically-oascd, warm and humorou s.

-I

.!.!.."''·"' ·"l"'"lwr ,,.;11 f,,"d "·" in

di ... ,·11 ....-.ion.

This is Lhe LAST week
SENIORS lo sign up
for your ye~rbook porlrail.
Make your yearbook a
success
and sif;n up NOW!

Si8n Ups
now Lhrou8h Fri.
on Lhe firsl floor of

MUB.

Time
10-1 and 2-4
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· NOTICES

----BABCOCK----- -

lll\·H SH(HOKANKARAI r Cl.llB: Spoi1si1rL·d
(continued from page 3)
h\: lkrartmcnt or Recreational Sport,
Monda·y . . Tuesday. Wednesdav. Thursda,·.
J:.30 to 5 p.m.: Monda}. Wednesday. Thur~-;- ·
day. 9-10:30 p.TT1.: Tu~sday. Tpursday. 6 to
the _opportunity to live in an graduate." Hart said. "'I want
7:J0 a.111. Call X62-~0J I tor more inrormaltPn.
environment conducive to even·one to he treated as an

ACADEMIC
· ,J AMES A. PURINGTON FELLOWSHIP:
Applications arc now heing acn:ptl·d. Applicants
. must he master of science candidates who han: a
strong interest in field or agrirnllurc and who arc
planning lo pursue an ocn1pation concerned with
farming. farm scn·icc industries. extension work.
-o r other educational work direct!\· related tti the
field ·o f agriculture . Students who 'twld a teaching
or research assistantship arc not cligihlc. '
Applications · arc mailahlc in thl' Dean\ Office.
Room 201. Taylor Hall.

l)llRHAM l\FW TISIAMl-::\T Cl1Rls·11Al\
1-T I I.OWS HIP M FFTI l\(i: .loin in \Hlrshippin!!
.Jesus Christ a~ lord . Wcdncs<.l~t\. (ktohcr .1.
Room J 10. Ml·Conndl. 7:J0 p.111. ·
l·Rt-:l\CH Cl.l l B MITTl!\(i: PlannitH! 1<11
B;1-,tot1 l':\cur-,ion and other acti, itiL'"· Wl·dn~·sd~"
·
(ktohl·r to. Room I0LMurldand. 4 p~ni'.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS: Minorit,
Graduate Fellowships and Graduate Fellowships.
A,pplication is limited to indi,iduals with no more
than 20 semester or JO quarter hours t:rl·dil of
posthaccalaurcatc stud) in scil·ncc or engineering
at the time of application. Deadline for
applications is Novcmhl'r 21. 1984. For more
information call Man· Wright. Rl·scard1 Office.
862-1000 or the Ciradtmtc S~l10ol. 862-2214.

undisturbed studv. and he said
the decision to allow them to
live there is not hased entirely
on a need to fill rooms.

··Anyone who lives here is

HEAi.TH
expected to do what they can to
Ml l B HFAI. I H RFSOl l R(T BOO"! H
preserve a studious. serious
Sponsorcd · hy Health Sen il'l'S . Qualilil·d nK·dirn
cm·ironment. where people are
pn-,onnd !!in· prl'SSlll"c and \\l'ight <.:h~:ds an(
health ~dul'alion . Monda,s and Wcdnl·-,da\s . free to pursue both academic
Hallwa) outside Caktcria: Memorial l lnion. ·, I and recreational activities."
Hart said.
a.111. to 1:J0 p.m. No charge. part ol slu(lcnl hcaltl
l t..' L'

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
UNH FIGURE SKAIIMi CI.UR MEETI NG:
Sponsored by Department of Recreational
Sports. Informational meeting. Be ready to skate.
Wcdnc-,day. Octohcr J. Sni,dy Arena. 7:J0 p.m.

.. , don't want to know who is
an undergraduate or a

eqmil."
The undergraduates elected
Robert Cutdng to the senate
last week . .
Cutting. a recenl · transfer
from Tufts University. said he
aims to bring issues important
to Babcock undergraduates to
the student senate.
..It's an important development that they have granted
recognition to the under- .
graduate population of
Babcock.·· Cutting said.

CU :BS AND ORGANIZATIONS
· HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING : Meetings
open to students interested in horses and horserelated acti,itics . No horse experience is ncccssan .
New mcmhcrs welcome an,timc . Tucsda~•.
Octohcr 2. Room .214. Hamillo·n Smith. 6 p.m .·
ALPHA ZETA MANDATORY MEETl!\Ci:
Tucsda}. Octohcr 2. Notch Room. Memorial
Union. 6 p.111 .
FORESTRY Cl.l JB M FFTI NG : Sponsored hy .
Forest Resources Dcpartm..:nt. lnlormation oi1
·ociet y or American Foresters meeting and Forest
Field Days . Wednesday. Octoher J.,Room 209 .
la mes. 7 p.m .

Robert Cutting, center, discusses some of the issuses he hopes
to raise as the first student senator from Babcock
House.(Edmund Mander photo)

DERNESS
TRAILS
Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 03824

( 603) 868-5584

* The North Face

* Patagonia/ Chouinard
* Royal Robbins

*·CB Sports
_Specializing in Quality Camping, Backpacking
and Technical Rock Climbing Equipment
Cross Country Ski Equipment
and Great Outdoor Clothing.
(located in the Mill Road Plaza
at the opposite end from Burger King)

Hours:

Mon.-Th 9-5:J0pm
Fri. 9-9:00pm. Sat. 9-5:00pm

- · ~- mner
~-,tS--reampresented by the UNH Celebrity Series

Friday, October 26 at 8 p .m .
Johnson Theater
Students $6
Faculty / staff $8 in advance
General public and all tickets
at the door $10
Memorial Union Ticket Office 862 °2290
10 a .m.-4 p .m .
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h;~k

by the co.ntribution s of ,drinking fraternity brother for
e'::'cry 50-70 people will monitor
Bones Gate members.
parties.
Bones Gate was also charged
with ~tllegedly selling li4t10r
withotll registeri~g to 'do
business with the New
Hampshire Secretary of State
and failing to obtain a license.
These cqargcs were _dropped,
l1owever, . when 8<.).n es Gate
pleaded guilty to .serving

.. If things get out of hand
they will contact the prop.e r
authorities." Lindahl said.

PART TIME DELIVERY PEOPLE Must have vehicle.
Needed for afternoons.
$4.00 plus transportat ion allowance . Call the
PORTSMOUTH HERALD at 436-1800-a nd ask for Mr.
Ferrini

I

'

~

·

11iR4.iiit1

minors.
Severr different minors were
served alcohol at the November
party.
I .indahl. the social chairman
at the time oi' the party,
rcrn..::-.1..:11t 1..: d hi :-. 0 1"!;,Ulli l" ution in

court.
According to Lindahl. the
lraternitv h.. ~salreadv finished a
month ·
collcge-irnpo sed
probation period during which
\\L'IL'
1w ;tlcPhol1c hL'\LT.l!;L'"
scncd at the house .

ro·ur

I .indahl said this probation
period allowed the house to
"redefine goals and emphasi1c
personal as well as group
responsi hility ."

·GEN ERAL MEM BERS
- MEE TING
Octobe r 3
7:30 PM

Room 110

MUB

er 2-

··

Lindahl added that Bones
Gate will not host anv "out of
control" parties in the future
although they will continue to
sene alcohol to their members .
There will he a Dartmouth
campus police officer at e,ery
part~ and also one n_on-

New membe rs welcome!

8

Coffee on the Run?

NO-SP\Ll CU .

f:~?~'.

.

.

'

Try it-you'\\ \Ike it.

mondaus 2-2:30 Pm 1mcc 3181
Tuesdaus 4:30-5 Pm 1mcc 3081
Wednesdaus 3-3:30 Pm -1mcc 3181 _
Thursdaus 2-2:30 Pm 1mcc 3181

MUB CAFETERI\Anch for you.
let us prepare u

2 E
\ant cassero.le
Tuesday, Oct.
Ground Beef and ggp
d Mushrooms
Cheese Chowder
Carrots an
Cheddar
and
Corn
Fresh Apple Cake

For further inforn1a tion.,
please stoi> in the Advisin g offi<·e
M<"C 120 or <·all 862-:18 85.

Wednesday , Oct. 3
n Cordon B\eu
.
·th Apples
Ch1cke
Winter Squash w,
Vegetable Basil Soup
Strawberry Torte
.- Consider it:
□ Aerobics
□ Fitness Classes
□ Nautilus
□ Swimming
□ Racquetball
□ And much more!
All for less than
the price of one
hamburger a day!

Thursday, Oct. 4
d. ne
Sirloin Tips
Green Beans Almon I
Strawberry Soup
3~way Cheesecake
F ri·d ay , Oct. 5. k
Breasts
Longhorn Chic en
Sun-glazed Carrots

Call today!

Gazpacho
Blueberry Cobbler

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

$.99

r==::::::::::::::

pl

WI

Informat ion and appli<·at ions art· availahlt · al tlw group
meetings st·lwdult •d:

We know how important fitness is
to you, and we therefore have made it
both fun and affordable. For less than
the price of one hamburger per day,
you can participate in any number of
fun and ;iffordable fitness activities. On
top of that, you will be member of
one of the area's finest clubs. ·

ialJ

'\\ make it to c\ass
you ·thout dribb\es
. \
WI
·th our spec1a

i~ at·t·q»ting i11tc-rt'ollc· gt• lr:in~f.-r~ lwhn·e11 ~qtl 2 I and Ot'l L 19B I

FITNESS
for the price of
one hamburcier

~❖=•=·=·=·

======;;;;;l

CAT'S CLOSET AT THE MUB

THE WHITTEMORE SCHOOL

a

..... .

:-:-·.

1 hat's all it takes
for you to be a

Monday, Oct. 8
Eggplant Casse~o:ith White Wine
Broccoli Braise
Cream of Potato Soup

member until
December 31
''' Bus routes available

Ricotta Cake

~
i::~::::::?.
~-·❖•:.'""'

~:::§::!::-..:

·
~~::~=:::
•J.,,:...

···-----·-:imi::: .. J~.. .-.. ) ..

=... ......

_ . .: .:·: ::;·
}.~ =:~=-==::·:~-_
.....
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nation·a1 co11eaiate
; ·. Alcohol Awareness
fa
·"
week

-.-..-.-.=-.-.,.
. ::-.-:-.--..-.-.-..---.-...-.---...
. ---...-------..- : -.-: .---;..-.-----------.
.
,.-:-.---------_--._-_-----.----;. --a-..-...------,--;-;_-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;;-;;-;;.
~
~
,

. SPEN D THE EVEN ING•
WITH .
STAN WAT ERMA N

,~

October 8-13

Alcoho l/Drug Exhibit
East West lounge
MUB

Tuesday - 9th
9:30 a .m .-3:00 p.m.

A /co-Scoreboard:
Driving - 16
Wednesda y - 10th
Drinking - 21
1.00 - 2:30 p.m.
Hillsboro ugh / Sullivan Room
MUB
A .forum on th e 21 year old drinking age proposal and DWI

YOU'L L SEE SOME
AMAZ ING SITES

Worksh ops
Hunter HallUpper QuadScott HallSawyer HallS toke-

On Saturday, October 6, Stan Waterman will bring four of his latest
underwater films to the Granite State Room in the MU B. You'll\ isit the
Sea of Cortez with .lairs author Peter Bench Icy. R idc a .35 - foot whale shark
\Vith "Shark Lady," Dr. Eugenic Clark. Watch 65-ton right whales calve
off the coast of Argentina. Explore shipwrecks off the Grand Cayman
islands . Student tickets arc $4 each and arc available at the M lJ B or the Sea
Grant Marine Advisory Program Office (862-1255).

Monday - 8th
Monday - 8th
Wednesday _- 10th
Thursday - 11th
Friday ~ 12th

Sponsor: Division of Student Affairs
For information contact The Health Education Center 8623823

Sat. October 6, 8 p.m.
Granite State Room - MUB

c.•

7:00 p.m.8:30 p.m.8:30 p.m.7:00 p.m.10:30 p.m.-

TELEPHONE TAPE LINE
a service provided by

Counseling & Testing Cente r
· and

Cool-Aid, Inc.

TAPES_AVAILABLE
862-3554

Anxiety and Possible ways "to
Cope with it ... .. ,•... 30

Depression as a Life Style .....433

How to Deal with Depression .. 432

Becoming Independent from
Parents ...... ........ 478

Early Signs of 'an Alcohol
Problem .............. 160

How to Deal with Loneliness ... 32

862-229 3
""So m t·om· to htl k l o ..
A P r ivate A norn- mou!-1 R (•i,.;oure(•

Self "ssertiveness ...... 402
Standing Up for Yourself .. 10

How to Handle Fears ...........33

Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate ................ 71

Building Self-Esteem and Confidence .. .. .... .. .35

Expressing Negative Thoughts
and Feelings .. ............ 6

'Infatuation or Love .......... 70

Timing Problems in Male Sexuality .. 24

Coping with Stress .. .. 38

Female Homosexuality .... .. .20

Male ·Homosexualit y... ........ .. 21

Types of lntimacy ..... ...... 3

Dating Skills ....... .. 18

Female Sex Roles ... .......39

Male Sex Roles ... ..... .... .. ..40

· Dealing with Anger. .... 8

Understanding Jealousy and How
to oe·aI with it .... ... .... .. 9

Fighting Constructively .. ...5

Relaxation Exer-cises ...... .....37

Dealing with an Alcoholic
Parent... ... .... .. ....479

Friendship Building .... ..... 1

Responding· to Suicidal Feelings
of Others .. .. ... .. .. ......... 492

Death and Dying .. ... ...84
Dealing with Constructive
Criticism .............. 7

The Value and Use of Self-Talk ..36

.

Helping a Friend ...........90
How to Cope with a Broken
Relationship .. ... .... .83

What is Counseling and how to
Use it... .. .. ... .... ... ... 61
What is Depression ........ 431

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00_;. 12:00p.m. and a Cool-Aid member will answer the phone. Select th~
p
· ·-~·- .. ...... -- - -·-- .....,-..; , ,.,. ,._.
pn about 6 minutes. If).
em er w1 come ack

~

,.
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NU CLEAR -(continued from pa~e

3)

· rightful place as the centerpiece
for ll .S.-Sovict rclat ions.
Concerning arms control.
Gottlieb emphasized Reagan\
unwillingness to participate in
arms talks. and Reagan\
notion of a "winnable m~clcar
war." Both of these issues
caused national and world .
outcry. leading to last spring\
arms talks. which would
eventually he seen as hopelessly
unsuccessful because of
Reagan's non-negotiab le
demands.

Putyour
money where
your Heart is.

t.

·

V

'

Conlcmporar y
Hair 0lyling

American
Heart

Association

HAIR WORKS
UNLIMIT ED

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

DURHAM BIKE

For the Polished Look of the 80's
created by the Polished Professionals

TREK-NIS HIKI-CAN NONDALE
Racing and Touring Supplies
FIT KIT
1 DAY SERVICE
10, 1 2, & 18 speed

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 9-5
· Sat. 9-12

. PA_GE NINE

EXETER

HOURS

DURHAM

155 Front St.
772-2361

M,..W 9-5:30
Th & Fr 9-6

35 Main St.
868-7051

Sat 9-2

19 JENKINS COURT
DURHAM. NH
868 -5634

___ _;_i~ Walk-Ins Wclcnnk

non-agreemen t on
ri1 cl k es t h e
i -.; -.; 11 t' -.;
Reagan administration the first
not to come to anv agreement
in this area sii1cc~ before
Eisenhower.
This

n u c le~• r

THE

Mondale hopes to restart
talks with the Soviet Union by
making a preemptory move.
G o ttlieb said , This would
invol ve a U .S. freeze of nuclear
weapons. testing and
production that would
hopefully lead to a more
conducive atmosphere for arms
talks, in hopes of an eventual
freeze.
Gottlieb spoke last on
Central America. The · main
dtllercnce between the two
candidates stands is that
Reacan seeks a militarv
ans,,t er. he said. while Mondale
is looking for the diplomatic
solu1ion.
Th is ma v he ca used by
Reagan\\ icw that the problem
ios essentially the Soviets and
Cubans attempting to spread
communism by exporting
revolution to Central
American. Gottlieb said. He
understands the local problems
and strifes that underlie the
entire situation.
In closing. Mr. Gottlieb
emphasized the importance or
the election and its outcome.
uruine e,er\'one to work for
1h:ir ~candiZlatL·. ;111d making
sure th:11 \\L' ,otL'. ·1 hi-. i-. the
nnl, \\a\ \\C can insure the
-.al~'l\ ;·111d !uture or our
cnuniry . he said.

N
TIO
EC
NN
CO
ON CONCORD TRAILWAYS
iLIP & SAVE ------- ---,
LOW, LOW FARES
Getting to Logan Airport shouldn't cost as much
as your flight. The round trip fare to Logan is
just $18 from Durham, $20 from Dover, and $21
from Rochester. One way fares are just $12, $13
and $14. Only on Concord Trailways.

FAST COMFORT ABLE SERVICE
Stretch out and relax on our big, comfortable
climate-controll ed coaches, complete with restrooms. Logan Airport is just 1 hour 40 minutes
from Durham, less than 2 hours from Dover.

NO RESERVAT IONS REQUIRED

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE SEPT. 5, 1984
CONCORD TRAILWAYS TO LOGAN
READ DOWN

You never need reservations on Concord Trailways.

I
I
I
I
I

Temporary
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Office Support
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs To You

abl cl
~--- -

- - ·-

ERB

-----

--

ON

-- ·-- -

NE

II
I
I
I
I
I

'-----------------·

PORTSMOUT H
603-436-1151
HAMPTON
603-926-6787
:\1A .. N.H .. ME .

~I P

=~i;~~~:

CONCORD TRAILWAYS FROM LOGAN
When leav;ng Logan A;rport, look for the bus marked

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-L
·;ft)

For more informatio n, call Concord Trailways
From N.H.: 800-852-3 317
From Massachu setts: 800-258-3 722
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UNIVERS ITY .OF NEW HAMPSH IRE
Office of The Student Body President
Memorial Union Building
Durham, NH 0:3824
(603) 862-1494
(603) 862-2163

I

September 21, 1984

The UNH Student Body
UNH Campus
Durham, NH 03824
Dear Students:
On behalf of the Presidential Inauguration Committee, we would like to
take this opportunity to invite you to the Inauguration Ceremony of the 16th
President of the University of New.Hampshire, Dr. Gordon Haaland.

The event

will be held at Lundholm Gymnasium in the UNH Field House on October 4th 1984
at 2:30 in the afternoon.

Due ,to very limited seating, arrival at the Field

House should be planned well ahead of the event.

We hope that you take ad-

vantage of this very important University event.
Sincerely yours,

John Davis
Student Body President

Dwight Ladd
Chairman, Inauguration
Committee

-----------Jl(illllii•--------------------•MWJiiiil~..
I

I

•
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U.S.News & World Report presents

Ne-w

- - - - ~-REWARD---<continued from page 2)
They hunte·d around for weeks
in order to find the right wool.
which according to Lee, had to
come from a black sheep;
nothing else would do.
But Lee had better stay away
from boats, at least for the time
being, because his sweater
disappeared from his car about
tw~~-k~~g_o.

· aves

"I was distraught when I
found it gone," Lee said.
Uesperate for the return of
the garment. Lee is offering $50
to the finder.
The MU B information,
which handles lost and found
articles, has so far come up with
no information about the
sweater. Neither has Public
Safety.

News waves? They're the trends of today-in politics, business, youth, the
economy-that affect what's to come next month, next year, in the next decade.
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every week (before they
make the headlines elsewhere) to keep you on top of_:_and prepared forwhat the future holds in store.
Subscribe to U.S.News at half-price. Just fill out and send in the coupon
below.
-.
·

Selection. of Paper and Envelopes
25 copies - 25 envelopes
25extra sheets of paper
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

15.00 One Page Resume
21.75 TwoPageResume
Stored in memory- 30 days- Free of charge
Zoom Reductions and Enlargements

---------------------------------~------------------

Money-saving
Student Coupon
D YES, send me 25 weeks of U.S.News & World Report for only

$9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the
cover price. □ Payment enclosed □ Bill me

I

Less than

40¢
per week

Name:-:-------------------------School Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ n t
P------City/State
ip _ _ _ _ __
Mail coupon to:
U.S.News & World Report
'> .VORLD RePORT
2400 N St., N.W. Room 416
Washington, D.C. 20037
Listen for the News Blimp on ff l ·., II Brought to you by U.S.News & World Report.

NOW AVAILABLE

u.s.News

~----------------------------------------------------------------~
c---------...-----------------------------------~
MU0O AQT0 C6
SCOPE&MUSO
LECTUQE0
present
·present_
s...
· John Cafferty ·
and I he

Beaver Brown Band
("Eddie

and the

Cruisers")

S111ulay Ol"I. 14

Tuesday, October 9th, 1984
Granite State Room, MUB at 8 pm

111

ti,,, Gran it,, Stat,, Room

Jll llR

Mr. McGehee, 25-yrar veteran of the CIA and Author
of Deadly Deceits presents an autobiographical journey
through his years with the CIA and is prepared to speak
about world wide CIA operations, current developments
in Central America and to draw parallels between
Vietnam and Central America.

I

--~-~---------------------------------------------___,___-----------~~

I

I
I

Students: $3.00
Non-Students: $4.00

I

I

I

I

. . Ticket sales for students start Sept. 27
<:~,,i;~Tickets-For -non--student--s-avada-ble -0et-. -2- - - - - --- - ---- -,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•. -• .~-~~.
~-.~< w
··:.N
. \'~
{ ,~j ~
. /~-·~~.j-'~~·~~--··i~-\ U
.~;-u::-:~\ ~~i~~
\ :•-->·•> -·~~~
l·\t•· j•j ~~~ ·~
-:=i·•~~~~
;~

w.~.-...u...awlll~~-· . ,a

.-f II i11lt'rt'.~lnl in u·orki11g J>rotl11,·tio11

I

7 :00 JJ· m. _"I ,S ,·o JJt' Offit·,,. ill l 1H.
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Editorial
Reagano mics
The effects of Reaga nomics are beginning to
appeLtr in the nation's economy. This is not the
much-hj'!')ed recovery which no one in the low
or medium income brackets has seen. These
effects are in i.~rngible terms, such as the lJ .S.
trade deficit. ThLtt deficit last year was $61
bilion and is expected to double by the end of
this year. Since 1982 c,ur national trade deficit
has more than tripled.
· It

j:,; qu~.-;tionnblc- ctt be:~(

w

think. a lleal1hy

economy can h~1\e a budget deficit of $170
biflion and a trade deficit projected to he $125
billion hy the end of this year. One nred not be

and

a

perilous future

a WSBE major to decipher that bringing the
economy back to safe growth will require more
than the present ""voodoo" economic policy of
the Reagan Administration.
In the ""Focus" se~tion of the last Boston
Sunday Glohe the following appeared: "'The
huge change in currency values has made
imports vastly less expensive in dollar terms
and exports vastly more so. The distortion is so
great, moreover, that it has made almost
irrelevant ordinary competitive considerations: an efficient US producer of farm
equipment or high technology electronics gets

clobbered right along with a backward steel
company.
This idea flies in the face of everything
Reagan claims , ~o stand for. If his economic
· policies strangle strong. efficient businesses.
and he creates protectionist policies to woo .t he
steel industry. how can we believe that he is
working to help the national economy'!

It seems that the Reagan Administration is
willing to lead the country along an economic
tightrope. over a flimsy safety net. if there is
one at all.

Letters
Vote
To the Editor:
I han: just arrin·d in Paris for a
)Car of ~tudy. and I must admit
that in these lovely surroundings it
is tempting to ignore "la politiquc"
in America. But this is an election
year. a very fateful one. too. i
think. and I just have to give you
my two cents' worth. Before I left
New Hampshire. I was surprised to
learn that several of my
acquaintances who arc Democrats
don't plan to vote this year. some
hccausc "Reagan is going to win.
anyway." others hccausc
"Mondale is ahout as exciting as
wallpaper paste." It is of these
acquaintances that I hcg. "Please.
please vote!" The French think
that when election year rolls
around. Americans act like
children at a puppet show- the~
onlv applaud the idiotic. the
grotesque. the ahsurd. (Reagan.in
word and {kcd. has prmHI himselr
to he all three .) French people arc
no tools. Thn take politics
seriouslv and are.arna1ed that C\cn.
the mc;st L'ducatcd people ·in
America do not. I hope you will
change their minds ,rhnut us . 11\ m1
want~ to sec Rea1rnn in office · for
four more vcars. \ine. Stay home.
Ir not. \Ole against him. tr I can
take the trnuhle to Yotc from the
other side of the Atlantic. then\ cn1
· can take the trouhle' to \0tc at.the
nearest polling place .
Liz Edwards 10

Red Cross

.,

To the Editor:
A hclatcd thank vcn1 to each and
everyone of you \'. ho made our
first five day hlnod drive at ll NH a
success!
I was still away playing
Grandmother when I heard the
news. hut my thoughts had been
with you!
Those who do r:ot know , ·ou as
well as I do. said it couldn't he
done- you proved them wrong as
owr 200 or , ·crn came to give on
Friday.
·
~
1.169 of you responded during
the week with a total collection or
1.018 pints- th:s in spite o f the hug
which had inva };"d t he·y ampus. _
In my •abse:ncc ,a/ corps of
alumni. pm ¾n.t . g t1.5-l ~ o t,,•l. ·ind

town \oluntecrs pulled the show
to(!cthcr and saw to it that not onlv
w~re dcrnors aware. hut that th~
processing went smooth!).
It is with pride that I thank these
\·cry special ones who n:prcscnt the
hest of lJ NH and our community - hoth past and future .
To the Durham and Seacoast
\·olunteers. some of whom worked
two and three days we owe much
lor their loyalty. To the student
press and radio who gave us such
cxccllcnt coverage. we express our
appreciation once more for their
involvement.
And last. Durham and lJ NH
students have hcen the \cry roots
of our Red Cross Familv tree since
the hcginning your Red Cross
Blood Services. I have hccn
honored to sec our tree put forth
new branches for JJ years. and
indeed it has hccn an honor- vou
have not only given life to oth.ers.
hut you have added much to minl'
and to others'who hm·c seen ,oudonors and \ olunteers in ac.tion!
.larrv Stearns
Your Durham Red Crc;ss Blood
Chr.

Co-op Sign
To the Editor:
To Huhbard Hall Residents
Reccntlv. the Great Ra\' Food
coopcrati{c has heen mm~cd into
the hascment or your dorm. We arc
not there h, our own choosing, hut
our old spelt in the M lJ R has~heen
taken over hy greater forces . At
an,: rate. we arc making the hcst or
ou·r new location.
~
Last week. our heatltit'ul sign
was ,;tolcn from the door. This sign
was made hv a memher. and h:1s
hecri with c<;-op for 10 )Cars. We
don't want to know who stoic it.
hccause we mav he inclined to
string the culprit. up and force feed
them raw-plain miso ... (a most
unpleasant thought to those or you
who know what _miso is). We just
want our sign returne<.1. w' c
promise not to ~teal an) thing off or
your aoors. we would like the same
respect from ) ott.
I am not accusing an) Hubbard
Hall resident specifically. hut )OU
people are rcsponsihle for what
goes on in your dorm - whetht,·r ifs
done hv residents or \isitors (as
\'CHI all know. or will find out when
the _dorm damages hill comes
around at•the end of the semester).
Th;~~ \s wh_. J.J1d_µ~e~~ th js)~t!e/t<J

Choice. consenatin· or liheral.
would n ·1 put money on it.)
and regard less nl the degree or
Peter Dodge
commit~11cnt they can oll'n the
Chairman
\\'omen\ Centl'r.
Department of Sociology and
Pnhaps }'Ol · might stop h) thc
Anthropology
llN H Women\ Center. or attend
one or our meetin!!s or C\ents. \Ve
arc located in ro7H11 # IJ4 of the
Ml! B. and ha\l' \arving office
111
hours. Hope to ~t:e ) ott tl;ere.
Please note that this letter does
To the Editor:
· not necessarily represent the \ iews
.1.his letter: would lik<J.to extend a
of the Women\ Center collecti\C.
warm feeling of appreciation to the
.lillouise Breslauer.
To the Editor:
many. man) people who wrote.
Memhcr or the UNH Women\
The lJ NH Women\ Center had
~ailed and sent cards during my
Crntcr
a successfu I New Mcm he r's
illness and ahscncc from l/ NH.
meeting a few weeks ago. which
And also mention a spcci~tl thanks
numerous interested women
to Nanc) Bergin. Dr. Eldridge and
attended. It was interesting to
the facultv at Hood House.
note. that a few of these w;mcn
Student Senate (includin!! Dan
had had impressions of the Center.
Carr. congratulations - .John
To the Editor:
which they had acquired from
Davis). AIESEC and especially
I stand corrected - on two
reading various articles. Howe\er.
the wonderful residents and staff
counts. I am glad to say that it
alter actual first-hand experience.
of Hubhard Hall.
turns out that. after all. it is
at the ll;\H Women\ Center\
As a ,tudent at thl' Massachupossible for departments to
mcetings_ and in the office. the,
setts College of Art in Roston. I am
participate without undue delay in
reali1e{I that the Women\ Ccnte·r
happily in a place I would not he
the proof-reading of the timc-andis really a great place. alter a II.
with out the support and concern
room schedule, and accordingly
I 11 ca,e \'OU Wl'l'e one or those
you all displayed . The warmth .
people whZl wne too uncertain or we have done so for the spring
friendship and generositv or vou
the Women\ Center to attend our semester. And we discovered two
people at l i :\ H~ i, something. I'll
introductor\' meeting. I would like erroneous listings. one typoalwa, s reml'mhn.
~
to take this ~)pportu~it) to tell) <HI graphical and the other a matter of
Tliank ,ou once again. Wishing
miscommunication: the bother
a little hit ahout us.
you the ·hest in the upcoming
then is well worthwhile. Perhaps
The ll ~ H Women\ CL'nter is a
semestn. Bend an oar. Crew!
perfection will henceforth ensue. (I
feminist collective. run h, llNH
C.D. Coidakis
s t u d c n ts . a n d p r o , i d ·e s t h c
opportunity to learn new skills in
areas including.: co-operation.
counseling. and programming. It
has a lihrary of feminist works.
referral for health and counseling
JAMES M. MILLARD. Editor-in-Chief
needs. and also features a nice~
quiet. supportive atmosphere in
which to read women\ literature.
SUE MOUL TON. Managing Editor
JOHN GOLD. Managing Editor
DAN LANDRIGAN. News Editor
to discuss women\ issues. or to
MICHELLE EVANS. News Editor
STEVE LANGEVIN. Sports Editor
MAUREEN o·NEIL. Features Editor
just talk.
· .lust in case the word
FRANK CONSENTINO, Photo Editor
"FEM IN IST" con,iures up images
BILL PILCHER. Business Manager
of smell,·. castrating. hcardcd
PAUL MORRIS. Advertising Manager
leshians ·(who lilt ~weights in
l:Xcess). then vou should ;ead thl'
lnllowing ·Random House
Meg Baker
Reporters
Advertising Associates
MHC Macleod
Sara Anderson
Heidi lllingsworth
Jed Evans
Nancy Miller
· dictionan·- dl'l'inition : --FFMINJulie Sot?
Bob Arsenault
Lori Norris
Diane Mullin
Loui,e Bia nchette
Bruce Plumley
Timothy S. Gernhard
ISM: 1) i ·hc doctrine a{l\ocating
Diana Meader
Holl y Johnson
Jennifer Briggs
Asst. Business Manage,
Bill Millios
social and political rights fo~·
Da,·id Barnes
Deb Durre!
Marv Fischer
Kae Recd
Heidi Kaiter
Neal Cass
Circulation Manager
women equal to those of men. 2)
Erika Randmere
Toby Cone
Tracy Cassid}
Ken Armstrong
.I. Barry Mothes
Ann Humphrey
An organi1cd mowment for the
.Julie Colligan
Circulation Assistant
Tamara Nied10lkow,ki
Kathy Grietzkc
Mike Cloutman
Doug Ridge
Kathy O 'Connell
attainment of such rights for
Patty Doyle
Kevin Morse
Copy Readers
Liam· .I. 0-Mallev
Susan Da,i s
Photographers
Kath\' Johnson
women .
Jackie Pclletit;r ·
Vincent
Duff}
Bob
Arsenault
Ged 01,on
Andrea
Parker
"Feminism" refers to a desire for
Jed E,an s
Kim Economo,
Bart Griffin
Kim Platt
Karen Hartnett
Su1anne Fortescue
Jame, Hebert
Katherine Rosen4ui,t
equality for Al.I. PFOPI.E. in the
Greteken Hekker
Aaron Ferraris
Jon Kinson
Mike Riley
face of current social harriers.
Charles Smith Jr.
Diana Frye
Donna LaRue
Ra y Routhi er
Da, c Sanbo rn
Roger Francoe ur
Editorial Assistant
Shelly Shadeed
These harriers include sexism.
Dorian Stonie
D o nna LaRue
Ed Garland
Jim Sullivan
Robin Stieff
Steven Gilchrist
racism. agism. · and all forms of
News Briefs Editor
Chris Urick
Broo k Tart
Beth Gid eo n
Pam O"Dell
Technical Supervisors
discrimin,;tion that stand in the
Debb, Yale
Jim Hildreth
For~m Editors
Susan Bowen
Eric Heath
Production Associates
Jcffre, .lam e,
way of human rights (Human
Karla Hopplcr
Kate Currier
Willia·m Smith
Jim Hebert
Tipists
rights nm•ning lik. liherty.and _the
Marie Seekell
Chris Heise nberg
Graphic Manager
Lori Elli s
Carol Vi,ich
Julie Hanauer
Jill Vranicar
Marie Goulet
pursuit or happiness).
Staff Reporters
Anna Jacobsen
Graphic Assistants
Karla Happier
Margaret Con,alvi
Roth men and \\<,men arc
Martha Leighton
Elisa Russe ll
l( a th y John,on
Karen LcVass·e ur
Edmund Mander
Sue Slater ·
Lauri Mainella
in,ited to the Woml'n\ Ce.n'tcr·.
Ken Fish
Michel LaFantano
lxnn John,on
So na K.oltookian
Jen Lt,de
Consuelo Congreve
Linda Cox
· whl'thC'r tl1ey ' he Pro or antiChris Head
all of vou. and ask that vou sec to it
that c~ur sign is safely icturned to
its humhle ahodc .. . on the oubide
ol the co-op door.
Sandra CO\cnv
Great Ray Food Co-op Memhe·r

Jf/~,.,
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University Forum
Can the Center Hold?
In 1919, Irish poet William Butler Yeats felt that
the forces of anarchy had so strained mankind that
he wrote in his now famous poem the Second
Coming .. the center cannot hold". American
essayist Joan Didion recognized this same process
occurring in the late Sixties when she wrote about
atomization in her book Slouching Toward
Bethlehem. Didion felt that chaos had evolved from
a period of oppressive concensus. an~ that the
reaction of young people was reJect1on of the
mindset fostered by the Establishment. Certain
parallels can be drawn between Didion's world and
today's. I suggest that the formation of today's
social and political consensus will generate the
same reacti < n that created the march on
Washington, lhe Beatles. the Watts riots, and the
1968 Democratic Convention. The similarities
between the I 980's and the late fifties put a se vere
strain on the delicate center.
During the Eisenhower years and the Early
Kennedy years, an ideology had formed combining
liberals and conservatives in an espousal of
American greatness and her impending role in the
maintanance of world peace. This liberal consensus
as so labeled by historian Godfrey Hodgson.
supported these basic tenets: that the production
potential of the military industrial complex would
provide enough goods and services to quash any
discussion of inequality· in short, even though the
distribution of income was still grossly distorted in
favor of the rich, the poor would now have enough
electric can openers and white picket fences not to
notice: and that the threat of communism was the ,1
only enemy preventing a harmonious society and it

was our national destiny to op·pose it and bring the
joys and prosperity of the free enterprise system to
the rest of the world.
Homogenization. paranoia, and offensive
nationalism. It was these seeds that drifted around
Kent State, Haight-Ashbury and Selma. Alabama.
There they were poisoned and mutated by the
reali:zation s that more "vus not cnouglt, lllal John

Kennedy was dead, and the Establishment, those
individuals who shouldered the burden of
interventionist and containment policy, were about
to commit the U.S. to the Asian Conflict. The tree
that grew from these seeds was branching out of
control.
It seems that those evils are germinating again in
this country as we are hurtling forw~rd into a
Second Reagan Administration. ~gain we ~re _
united against the ogre of commumsm, flaunting
our patriotism with "Call to ~Jory", and_ ~he LA
Olympic Games, and formin_g a coa~1t1on of
conservative thinkers: business ortentated
individuals who seek salvation in a booming GNP.
But as in the sixties, are there certain minority
groups becoming mor~ politically acti~e? ~~e t~er;
those who are becoming aware of social tnJust1ce.
The answer is yes, and one wonders about the
stability of the center.
Americans seem to be acquiring a nodding
acquaintance with these historical parallels. Yes, we
do seem to be in a Cold War. Of course, Reagan
does ,represent a fatherly, militaristic, affable
character reminiscent of Ike. And the spectre of the
bomb leaves images ,of mushroom clouds in an
occasional nightmare. But this societal agreement
goes dangerously deeper. Like a homogenizing

Supre01e Sacrifice
At their national convention last
August. the leadership of the
Republican Party decided that an
important qualification for a Supreme
Court .Justice should be the justice's
position on abortion . According to the
party's platform. no _judge should be
made a Supreme Court .Justice unless
he or she opposes abortion.
Surprisingly. this policy met with
little. if any. opposition within the
Republican Party. The delegates at the
convention. for the most part. found
nothing wrong with this blatant
politicization of the nation's highest
court. Even more surprising. other
than token condemnation. the
Democrats have failed to make an
issue of this.
This practice. if carried out. is not
only dangerow;. but may ultimately
threaten the fragile balance upon
which our Constitution is based . The
function of the Supreme Court was
never intended to he that of a
legislatiw hod\. The job of the
S~preme Court )ustice h,is never been
that of surrogate law-maker.
The intcnled role of the Supreme
Court was to _judge the constitutionality of certain laws that arc enacted by
Congress. In other words. instead of
deciding what the law should be. the
Supre~e Court should examine laws
which already exist and judge whether
' or not they arc permisahlc according
to the Constitution.
The Repuhlicans'policy of choosing
justices according to their political
·ideas instead of their knowledge and
understanding of the Constitution
endan!!crs this fragile s\stem . Instead
of the Supreme c;urt_jt1dging laws on
their constitutionality. we end up with
justices who look at laws and decide if
·the~ personally_agree wit.h them. The
end result is that the corn;titutio.nalitv

Part

of a piece of legislation becomes
irrelevant.
A good example of this is the
Supreme Court ruling of February 28.
1984·. concerning Title Nine, a federal
law that requires equal treatment and
facilities for men and women at high
schools and colleges which receive
federal funds. According to the
Supreme Court. Title Nine applies
only to the particular program which
receives the federal money. and not to
the entire institution. By ignoring the
constitutionality of the law and
instead trying to interpret the
intentions of those who wrote the law.
the Supreme Court has in effect said
that it is acceptable to dischminate
because of an individual's sex as long
as federal money is not used to carry
- out this discrimination. This ruling has
had the effect of totallv alterin!! the
intent of the law and. instead of
protecting against sexual discrimina
tion. has become an instrument of
discrimination.
Because of this ruling. Congress has
found it necessary to enact a law which
overturns the Supreme Court's
decision. The House has alreadv
passed such a measure ( by a 375-32
margin) and the Senate is acting on it
now.
Civil Rights activists. of course.
ha\'e been hailing the Senate\ recent
actions as a victorv. These acti\'ists
should instead. how~\er, be evaluating
the activities of the Supreme Cou11
and its efforts to transcend the
a u t·h o r i t \' o f t h c Co n st i t u t i o n .
Whereas· the Supreme Court was
initially intended to protect us against
the excesses of Congress. we now find
that \\'e must rely on Congress to
pr<Hcct us from the Supreme Cour~.

(),u:1

chemical, more and more individuals, institutions,
and educations seem to be pouring into this vat of
concensus.
Examine our center, the University. UNH is a
microcosmic institution, the prototypical New
England school. The column of Ham Smith and the
brick of T-Hall were built with middle class tuition
bills and the Puritan · work ethic. Students shun
. liberal arts and favor marketable business or
engineering degrees. Fraternities and Sororities
prosper. Malls and stores are filled with shoppers
carrying mom's Master Card used to buy the 1981
preppy. the 82 punk, and the 83-84 wool
traditional. However, the protest student is
conspicuously absent. Major news stories, political
and legal injustice, and prominent speakers fail to
evoke any response in the pages of the Forum or on
the streets of Durham. But raise tuition or activity
fees and live letters abound. Our current activism is
dictated more by the purse than the heart. Gone are
the yearbook dedications to Daniel Ellsberg, the
controversy over the presentation of an Honorary
Doctorate to Vietnam General Melvin Zais, and the
march for oppressed people dmvn the streets of
Manchester. They have been replaced by an
apathetic student body that thinks protest means
yelling at Karl for raising the price of Cheeseburger
subs.

Par, 1'11·0 11·il/
Ha mp-,h ire.

llf'/)('lll'

in Fridar \ issu£' of The l\ew

The Last Round
Since the question of Muhammad
Ali\ health has become national news.
scientists have again begun
questioning the safety of hoxing.
Does boxing cause brain damage? Is
the Pope Catholic'!
Is there any part of the body
imper\'ious to battering and punching'?
In the case of Ali. however. I wonder
how much of his peculiar behavior is
attributable to boxing and how much
he was horn with.
He is. after all. the man who threw
his Olympic gold medal into a ri\'er
and resisted the draft as a non-violent
boxer.
But the larger issue at hand is what
to do about 'the problem.
There an:: some people who would
haw boxers wear head gear. This
seems to he contradictory t<; the whole
nature of the sport. If head gear were
worn. knocking out an opponent
. would become much more difficult
and knocking out the opponent is
what this sport is really all ahout.
Instead of softening up · one ol the
few remaining real man's sporb. we
should return to the older traditions
when boxers stood flat-footed. toe tn
toe and sl uggcd it out. .
No one was worried about brain
damage in those golden days nf
boxing.
Today. boxers receive even more

money tor practicing the art. Millions
of dollars arc paid to boxers who ~re
hut shadows of the predecessors who
founded the sport. Boxers used to fight
for the love of it. not'simply ,to fill a
bank account.
. While I won't deny there arc certain
risks involved in the sport. where else
can a poor man get ahead so· fast?
And so what if the elderly boxer
finds himself drooling and unable to
speak clearly. with all that money, who
needs a brain.
E\'cry job has it drawbacks. So
why the big concern for the boxers'! II
sports were a little more violent.
people would ·rid themselves of their
\'iolent tendencies by watching sports
rather than raising hell on the streets.
Perhaps football players should go
without helmets and pads . We should
bring hack _jousting.
Violence in sports is as American as
Ronald Reagan and prune pie. These
boxers should simply ask not what
the\ can do for themselves. hut rather
. whi1t they can do for their country.
Boxers have always been among the
few good men who have had to
sacrifice their lives for the good of the
country and hopefully this proud
tradition will he allowed to continue.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ .
nan / .a11driga11 \ co/1111111 a1111c•ar., i·a, I, 7i..- ,/,/1'.
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MUSO presen ts....
Thursday. October 4th

f)
JNO W

SLrafford Room

In the MUB
Shows al 7 0 9:30

SO[TN D

$1.00 - 8tudc nt~-,

$2.00 - Public

EXPR ESS

I

RAGING BULL
. . Robert De Niro won an academy award for his
portrayal of middle-weight boxing champ
Jake LaMotta. Deniro creates a convincing
ima e of the "Bronx Bull

- only $-1.00

Friday, October 5th

NOW SOUN D EXPR ESS
VIDE O PART Y

In the itJlJB PlJB

.,, <'

r:

Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
UNH ID/PROOF OF AGE REQUIRED
No one under 18 will be _a dmitted
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Arts & Features
Missing crowd

The Kopterz opened for Ball and Pivot last Saturday night. They played to an almost empty MUB
Pub. (Karen Hartnett photo)

By Bill Millios
Saturday night at the MU B
would've been a nightmare for
most bands. For one reason or
another the crowd forgot to
show up. In fact, the crowd was
so small that the employees
outnumbered the audience.
However, for Ball and Pivot it
was only a flesh wound.
With keyboards stacked four

Hauck filling in with some
background harmony, Wilkinson sung-"Blue days are here
again / My heart will never
mend / Let's face it why
pretend? / Blue days are here
again / ."
In "You're my fire" and
"Dragpopping" the group hit
upon some catchy pop. As
Wilkinson and Hauck playfully

high

danced

along

with

Linn

Electronical drums, the stage
resembled a computer room
rather than a rock stage.
The band opened with the
powerful "Promises" and never
let up. The quick "Nightpa inters" followed and
featured some wild synth
playing from former Extreme
and Lab member Tim Long.
Looking like Bowie and
prancing around like Jagger,
lead singer B. Wilkinson also
played the occasional
saxophone. In "Somebody
loves you" Wilkinson led off
with a superb sax lead. Next
came the ballad "Blue Day"
which was the show's
:centerpiece. With drummer
Paul Caruso and guitarist Tom

around

in

mutiu11,

bassist Skip Smith remained an
influential fixture in the band's
sound. His -picking in
"Dragpopping" kept the song's
beat in place.
The group's second set was
more diverse- From Hauck's
distorted guitar licks in "Break
down the Walls" to the synthbased jam of "'Barn Barn
Boon." Also, the band played a
funkier tune "I going down" as
Wilkinson crawled around on
the stage's floor.
Next came the jumpy ·
"Mona," an obscure Bo
Diddley song, than came the
band's first mistake, another
version of "You're my fire"
PIVOT, page 16

Daughter divorces family over di/f erences
By Consuelo Congreve
Irreconcilable Differences
starring Ryan O'Neal, Shelley
Long and Drew Barrymore.
Directed bi· Charles Shver,
written br ·shver and NanCl'
Mevers. A Warner Brothers
Reiease. Rated PG, at the
Newington Mall.
Irreconcilable Differences is
a good movie that could have
been great if the characterizations and direction had been
polished for about two months
more.
The first scene is a voice over
the opening credits announcing
the trial of "Brodsky vs.
Brodsky and Brodsky." Ten
year-old Casey Brodsky
(Barrymore) is suing her
parents Albert and Lucy
Brodsky (O'Neal and Long) for
divorce.
She does not want to be in
custody of either of her parents,
she wants to live with the family
of Maria, a Mexican
housekeeper. The story of the
senior Brodskys' meeting,
marriage, and eventual breakup is then told in flashbacks.
Albert and Lucy meet while
Lucy is driving to San Diego to
meet her fiancee and Albert is
hitchhiking to UCLA to teach
film. Lucy gives Albert a ride,
and they fall in love and marry .
four days later.
These are charming scenes,
with Long, well known as
Diane from the NBC show
"Cheers," portraying the young
and goofy Lucy with fresh
nuttiness. O'Neal is equally as
attractive as the genius student
of film, who encourages Lucy
to have faith in herself and her
poetry writing.
Albert and Lucy have their
baby Casey soon after, and the
young family is shown as closeknit, loving, and supportive.
The three of them are often
shot .in ,e:. ening inteiiors., with .

Shelly Long, Ryan O'Neal, and
movie.
fireplace fires and dim
lightbulbs in the background.
This changes_ when Albert
starts to work for a well-known
director. Lucy has misgivings,
about the job, afraid that
Albert wit"! turn into a
sychophantic fake like the
others in the Hollywood film
society.
She is right. Albert gets
·catapulted into fame by two
smash films he direGted, and
has an affair with an airhead
starlet. He and Lucy divorce,
and Lucy, who helped co-write
--the f~Lms, feels h-tH~ aflti

Drew Barrymore enjoying a rare happy moment in Irreconcilable Differences; a new Warner Bros.
abandoned.
with her character. Even
She writes a novel about the success could not change the
break-up of her marriage at the silly young girl who wrote
same time Albert has a poems about octopi and was
tremendous flop, and now the engaged to a hulk of a guy
tables are turned. This is where named "Bink."
Casey's divorce case comes in.
Barrymore is an accomThese angry scenes are more plished actress, her talent far
flawed than the earlier ones. eclipsing her age. She is not
The Director ( Charles Shyer) allowed to develop her
has Long flying around like a character. Mostly she narrates
domineering prima donna, the story of her parents or sulks
surrounding herself with vapid in corners and mocks adults.
assistants who hand her - Her unhappiness is not shown
cigarettes when she snaps her adequately.
fingers and feed her ego.
There is one scene that shows
• · T-h·is- doesrr 1r-seern consistent lier imagining her family tu be

like the perfect TV family of
"Father Knows Best," but
that's about it until the end of
the film.
She is also given some
ridiculous dialogue. In the
beginning she says that her
parents have treated her like
··chattel." That's a pretty big
word for a nine-year-old who
spends her time watching TV
and reading trashy teen
romances.
If these problems had been
worked on a little more this
love!y little movie could have
been even more stirring ..
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New Corea Jazz
By Eric M. Heath
All musicians have their
limits. and Chick Corea is no
exception. Chick Corea
rea Iizes and ex tends his
artistry, projecting himself
beyond the jazz label which
marks his music. ·
Corea. along with members
of the string quartet Tashi: Ida
Kavafian, Theodore Arm,
Steve Tannenbom and Fred
Sherry: plus Steve Kujala on
flute and Peter Gordon playing
french horn. continue to
outgrow that la be I. Last
Thursday night they gave a
"jazz concert" in the MUB's
Granite State Room, sponsored by SCOPE.
The concert was originally
scheduled for the Field House,
but low ticket sales forced the
show to the MU B.
The concert was part of a
four week tour of colleges on
both coasts. The tour will end
with a Los Angeles recording
session.
The program began with an
improvisation on a Scriabin
prelude. This -is not the stuff of
which jazz concerts are usually
made.
In this first selection. the
chordal string attacks and
alternating melodies marked
Corea 's · work with a warm,
earthy vibrato of amplified and
well-balanced strings. But most
remarkable was the movement
of Corea through genres,
applying the tools of a
consummate jazz craftsman to
the music of the Russian
Scriabin.
Following that opening
improv was a new arrangement
of Corea 's "Day Dance" which,
true to its title, moved briskly
as a tarantella. and was
interspersed with playful
notebook-like solos and handclappi~g by Corea.

At that point the guest artists
left the stage. and . Corea.
announcing that ·it was time for
a piano solo. navigated his way
through an intricately gentle
·
solo improvisation.
The -first half of the program
ended with two piano trios: the
first. a surprising, very
competent. rendering of a
Mozart trio, the second. a more
modern pi~ce of undisclosed
origin.
Both pieces served to
showcase the talents of violinist
Kavafian and cellist Sherry:
remarkable classical musicians
who share Corea's ability to
bridge musical gaps.
Three piano and flute duets.
and a brand new chamber pi~ce
by Corea constituted fhe
concert's second half.
First was "Majorka".
performed with an· almost
verbal quality by Corea and .
flutist Steve Kujala. Through
musical punctuation and
articulation the piece took on a
nearly vocal quality.
The set continued with
another duet, spare in its
quality, yet joyful as a
celebration of sound and
silence. A final duet contrasted
fierce latin rhythms from Corea
with a passionate flute descent.
Corea's studio date at the
end of the tour will involve all
of the touring musicians in
recording a new chamber work
commissioned Corea by the
Chamber Music society of
Lincoln Center.
The piece is a half-hour long
in five parts and gives Corea the
chance to pick up where he left
off with his " ... Mad Hatter"
album. Again. there is the
combination of piano. strings
and winds in a chamber setting.
Corea has shown himself to
be at the fore of the American
concert music scene, pushing
the form forward.

Christopher Keane, author of seven books of fiction, discussed methods of fiction writing last
Saturday at the Seacoast Writers Conference in the MUB. (Frank Cons~ntino photo)

-------- -PIVO T'...__ _ _ _ _ _ __
( continued from page 15)

which gave the impression that
they were short on material.
However, the band redeemed themselves with the
furious local hit "Two O'Clock
Jump"which ended the show in
style.
Ball and Pivot's story began
on January 17, 1984 when they
played their first gig and
released their self-titled debut
E P. Although the band consists
of three former members

(Wilkinson. Hauck, and continue touring New England.
The Kopterz opened with an
Caruso) of the Atlantics. they
refuse to label Ball and Pivot as encouraging set of blistering
the "New Atlantics." "The vet melodic rock. "Sunnvside"
Atlantics are dead and ;nd "The Fall" both re~called
buried - finished" retorts R. E. M. with similar picking
Hauck. "This is a whole new guitar leads coupled with laidback vocals. Also noteworthy
band."
Currently the band 1s was the thumping "Temptareadying some new tapes in tion" and the harmonious "The
New York for their next effort. · one that got away." Definitely
which will be a full-length one of the better guitar-based
album. Till then. they will bands I've seen lately.

Sugar Rae and the Blueton /es at the
Ston/e Church last Saturd ay night
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pressure has on the human
voice. "You sound like Donald
·Duck ," said one .

But Waterfiel d sees a very
serious purpose in the
simulated dives. He wants as
many future diving instructo rs
as possible to undergo the
experienc e first-hand . They are
the on~i;; who

c.an bes t a ha rc th e

informat ion on hyperbar ic
treatmen t with other divers.

"Like most things in this
world. if you only read about it,
you don't really understan d it,"
Waterfiel d sa ys . •·The more
people who are phys icall y
familiar with it, the better off
the d iv ing commun ity will be .."

sl1wortl1 Hotel
is lookin g to fill the
fallow ing full or
part-ti me pos~tions:
Waiters
Waitresses
Cooks
Maintenance
Front Desk
Part-Time Night Auditor
Appl y any time at 295 Ocean Boulevar d, Hampton
or call 926-6762 and ask for Jim.
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Introducing The Fastest
Way To Get Cash On Campus.
Indian Head 24.
Now you can do

1.,

-,1>c· •

The program begins at 8 p.m.
in the Granite State Room of
the Memoria l Union Building.
Tickets will be available at the
door or may be purchase d in
advance from area dive shops,
the MU B ticket office. or by
calling the Sea Grant Marine
Advisory Program at 862-1255.
To insure a sell-out crowd, the
Hyperbar ic Center's volunteer
Energen cy Medical Technicians are also selling tickets
for the Waterma n program.
••These volunte ers are
amazing, " notes Operatio ns
Director Lavoie. ••They put in
long hours getting .the
necessary training, agree to be
on-call at any time of the night,
and . now have offered to sell
tickets. I guess the answer is
, they really believe in the
importan ce of what they're
d?i!lg."

_ l your banking right

.. - .., <~n
timecampus
you want*-any at
.

llll iii

•:.!.~
.-.~-:

•i the Indian Head 24
ATM located in the
, . ~- · UNH Memorial
,,.
Union Building.
No More Waiting
For Money.
With Indian Head 24,
you can have instant access to
your money without leaving campus.
You can also make deposits, balance
inquiries and transfer money from
one account to another.
Bank Anywhere.
Indian Head 24 is a member of
the POCKETBANK™ network so
you can use your Indian Head Card
------ ·; -1

in any POCKETBANK ATM
throughout the·stat e-24 hours a
day, seven days a week. And if you
already have a POCKETBANK card
issued from another bank, you can
still use the Indian Head 24 ATM on
the UNH campus to make balance
inquiries and cash withdrawals.

Pass The Crash Course On Cash.
To apply for the Indian Head 24
Card, all you have to do is open
either a checking, NOW or state,
ment savings account at any Indian
Head branch. It's that easy.
*Available only during Memorial Union
Building hours.

~

INDIA N HEAD BANK

Growi ng easier for you.

•••

•

••
•

•
•
•• ••• ••• • • • • • • •

The tmt1on fees from the
course help defray the costs of
operat in g th e U N H / Ne w
Engla nd Hyperba ric Ce nter 24
hou rs a day, 365 days a year.
S ince treat ment of patie nts is
del ivere d a t no c h arge,
o pera ti ng fun ds must come
from courses, donation s fro m
t h e New Eng lan d d iv ing
com m un ity, a nd special fund raising events.

One such event is scheduled
for Saturday , October 6. As
part of Coast week 84, the UNH
Marine and Sea Grant
Program is sponsorin g "An
Evening with Stan Waterma n,"
with proceeds to go to support
the Hyperb aric Center.
Waterma n, an internatio nallyknown u nderwate r-filmma ker,
will visit the D u rham cam pus
in perso n wit h fo u r of his latest
fil ms and wi ll te ll some behindthe-sce nes stories a bout their
p'roduct ion. Among the
footage to be shown will be a
scene with a marine scientist
riding a rare, 35-foot whale
shark and a look at a remote
site off the coast of Argentin a
where the 65-ton right whales
come annually to mate and
calve. Jaws author Peter
Benchley will be spotlight ed in
two of the films.

••
••
••
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Thursday , Oct. 4
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COMICS

-PHO NES ~
(continm·d from p-,J!l' 5)

By JIM DAVIS

GARF IELD

I TMINK I'LL GO
1AKE A NAP ANP
FALL ·ori: TME PACE

maintained at the 1984 rates for
the next 16 yccirs. according td
ll N- H Vic c P t'e side n t of
Financial Affairs and Research
Lennard Fisk.
Current!\' l I NH rents its
phone syst~m from AT&T and
New England Tckphonc.
Following the break-up of
AT&T. r,honc rates for rented
phones will increase hy 40
·
- percent.

WHITEHOUSE
OPTIC IANs ·
INC

By GARR Y TRUD EAU

DOON ESBUR Y
-----)

,
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By JIM JOHN SON

SPECIAL NEWS
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Stude nts -I
Remember that Thursday
afternoon is the inauguratio n
of Dr. Gordon Haaland as
President of the University.
It ,nay well be to your great
advantage to attend this once
in a lifetime event. Following
the inauguratio n there will
be a reception in New
Hampshire Hall. You are
afforded the opportunity to
make some great con nections a111ong the vartous
branches of the University.
Bes1Cles there should be
so111e pretty decent free food
at this reception. If the above
! mentioned reasons are not
· enough, you might consider
it an obligation if your
professor has cancelled ·
classes in order for you to he
free to attend - And as if t/71~'>
weren't enough just think of·
all the school spirit you'//
assimilate at this fantastic
event. So dress yourself up
and get to the Field House
before 2: 15 on Thursday.
Good luck Presiden t
Haaland/If
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For Rent bedroom, study·, fum1slled in
Dover Southside min-boardinghotise on
Kari-Van route graduate and uppe.rclass
level f~males; non-smoker.s p,referred; no
pets kitchen facilities. parking. S 185
monthly; Available Oct. 1.I984.Call 7422973; Ms. McManns.
"Durhamshire " .is an exceptional 18th
century homestead on 4 acres of woods
and meadow. Nine room house and 2story barn offer fine family dwelling,
rental or business options Asking
S 155.000 Shanley Realtors 436-3210
ONCE A BOAT YARD. unique 4 -5
bedroom Dover Point ·condominium
perches on the very banks to the
Piscataqua. Very private and picturesque;
very classy and convenient
Price:
$139,000. No rnaintenace fee. Contact
Shanley. 436 -3210.
IF YOUR IDEA OF A PERFECT DAY
includes a sail. plunge in the pool. a
glorious sunset over the Bay, your perfect
new home may well be this spectacular
Moody .Point Contemporary. Deep water
mooring. acre of grounds. Contact
Shanley Realtors at 946-5999
$189,000.
VIEW OF GREAT BAY deck and dining
area. Freedom and spaciousness from
open floorplan, soaring cathedral
ceilings, large windows. Contemporary
Salthox has 3 bedrooms, even a planting
room, in Durham on 4 acres. Asking
$88,500. Call Shanley, 964-5999 .

CLASSIFIED
A::,.51STANT COOK - Immediate work
study opening at Faculty Center for partt 1me cook to work on functions
Applicants need not be a culinary wizard.
but must have ·some expmience in
quantity food preparation and be able to
work imdepenchmtly and achieve quality
results Work schedule will vary with
function business. Pays to $5 OOper hour
depending on experience Apply to Chef
Carol Hounhtaling in afternoon , 1 ·303 00 pm. Tel. 862-1320 for appt

1977 Oldsmobile. Starfire, Light blue.
excellent condition. never out in winter,
38.000 original miles, 22 mpg. automatic
ps. V-6 Sony XR-25 cassette with TDC. Tl 00 speakers. $2,500. Lord /:16. ask for
Gr~g. 868 -9700.
Parking Spaces Available' On-street
parking Is pronionect .in Uurnam irom
November 1 to March 31. Parking spaces
are available for rent. Walking distance to
campus. Contact Susan at 868-2972 .
Pick-up for sale: 1975 Chevy. 6 cylinder.
standard ~1? T. step side. wood bed. 92k
miles. $700.00, Call 926-3617.
'72 Chevy ¾ ton Beauville van. High
mileage and runs just fine. 350 auto. A I C
radials. Just spent S 185 on tune-!,Jp,
exhaust system. inspection etc. Very
dependable and goes well in snow. Diane
862-1398 (after 12 :00) or 749-4!,65
'74 Gremlin-Engine good. Body fair to
poor. Snows included. NH inspected and
currently licensed. Good local
transportation. Asking S250. Call 8682853.

GRAB YOUR GUSTO. snorkel or skis.
Super-smart 2-bedroom Hemlock Forest
Condo offers freedom to enioy the pool,
ski trails. private patio and lush woods.
Just a quick Jaunt to campus from Dover.
Shanlev Portsmouth office at 436-32J 0 .

1976 Toyota Corona 4 -door 4 cylinder high mileage but still runntng well. Radio.
heater an<;! other accessori,es in goodworking condition. Low mileage tires. Call
659-6188 (Newmarket) Asking $650.00.

1[11J

Quadriplegic seking assistance with
personal care needs. Will train. $5.00 per
hour . Call Dan at 692-4764. From
Durham Dial 1-692 -4764.
PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT NEEDED
Disabled individual in search of a
personal care aattendant. Must have
experience with the disabled . Pay
$5.00/ hour. Mornings. Call Greg at 7723803 evenings

WANTED A STUDENT WITH WORKSTU DY FUNDS TO WORK AS A
DARKROOM TECHNICIAN . INTEREST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY HELPFUL BUT NOT
NECESSARY. CONTACT PROF RICHARD
MERRITT, 2-1847 M,T.R 9 30- 11 00
Work Study Positions Available
$4.00 / hour-no experience necessary.
Call Laurie Badger Complex System
Research Center, 2 - 1792.
SPORTS INSTRUCTORS NEEDEDYOUTH SOCCER COACH sought for
afternoon program Work study or
volunteer position only. Fun experience,
enjoyable working conditions . Flexible
hours 5-1 0 hours / week Other work
study positions also available morning
preschool aide Contact Newmarket
Recreation and Parks 659-5563 . Also
YOUTH GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR
needed for Wednesday afternoons 1 ·304 :30 pm . Excellent pay and working
conditions . Call for interview 659-5563
SKI RESORT JOBS GUNSTOCK IS
SEEKING FULL AND PARTTIME ALPINE
AND SKI TOURING INSTRUCTORS
SH.OULD BE STRONG SKIERS ,
EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY FOR
APPLICATION WRITE GUNSTOCK, POB
336 , LACONIA . NH 03246 ATTN
SHARON WORKMAN OR CALL 603-293 · 4341
Bartenders and Waitresses needed
Apply in person between 7pm and 8pm .
Old Farm Pub-34 Locust St. Dover , NH .
Business Hours 6pm - 1 am . Nights only .
Work study student Resi!arch assistant
$3 65 , hr . Unlimited hours, but min 10
hours per week . No special skills, but
desire to develop skills on research / analysis project. Great experience' Call Prof
M. Conte, 862-2771 WSBE 319 .
Teacher's aide-part -time work study or
non work study acceptable-Help
supervise small groups of children ages
3-5 in classroom , on playground. on field
trips . Morning and afternoon hours
cl'Jailable. Call Jane or Claire at Dover Day
Care Learning Center, 107 Broadway (on
Kari -Van route) 742- 7637
MUSO is accepting applications for films
director 2nd semester Duties include
selecting and ordering movie·s to be
shown in the infamous MUSO Film
Series . Applications avail.ahle in MUSO
office , rm . 148 MUB . All serious
applicants must also submit a list of 30
films they'd be inerested in showing
WORK STUDY HELP WANTED
Portsmouth Recreiltion Dept. lookinrJ for
RecrP.at10n aides- $4 . 50 per hour .
VariablP. hours c1vailable Plec1se contact
Leslie Fialk at 431-2000 ext. 263 after
5pm or Call Barry FolP.y 431-2005 or
2006 P.Xt 265 after 2pm

Tiny,_The phone bill Is coming this week.
Ha ha ha!rl
Jen V.--What a productive evening on
Sunday! I took a chance and booked it
home on my hike last night-phew. no
one caught me driving without a
headlight!! -W e'll have to do it again
sometime. Meeeee!!
Domino's Pizza needs you; Drivers
needed. Earn an average of five to seven
dollars an hour when considering your
wages. commission and tips. Need drivers
for 1,2..or 3 nights a week.Apply in person
or call ·us-ai Domino's Pizza, Portsmouth.
NH (431- 7882).
COUNCIL TRAVEL / CIEE for low cost
flights, USA and worldwide. lnt'I Student
ID, Youth Hostel Memberships. Work. and
Study Abroad and more! FREE 1985
Student Travel Catalog Call (617) 2661926 or write to Council Travel. 729
Boylston St., Suite 201, Boston MA
02116.
Kris- Can you believe 1 month has gone
by already? We definitely have to make
sure we go out! Let's plan on it this week .
Signed Commando Woman
Mark-Sorry I forgot to put this in earlier,
but would still · like to hear from you.
Please get in touch with me. I'll forget
about this summer! - Jen.
H-2 We just want to make you popular
too!! Thanks for all the goodies. Steve &
Bruce
Expose yourself to MUSO photoschool
and darkrooms. Classes begin Oct. 8 in
basic and advanced photography.
Darkrooms are also available. Register
thru Qct. 5. $35.00 photoschool, $25.00
darkroom. Register in the MUSO office
rm . 148, MUB.
Mo. Have a bedde bedde Happy Birthday
We'll see you at ttie Catnip-you par-t-ier
--youl
-

Hey Ken H. and Lynn C. Richardson House
• is psyched to have you join us! Ken, you're
'81 Hilly 666 comp . -sailboard. fathead
right we are the best mini and we're
performance sail straps , tow
getting better all the time. Get ready for a
certerboards, dual fins, $600. 868fantastic year .
1365.Sam.
Laura-What good cooks we are!
Queen box spring and mattress, clean and
Breakfast was fun. Next time we'll have to
comfy-$90. Pr. dark pine sturdy captains
fix the O.J. From Moi!!!
chairs.w / out arms-$40. Pr. of quality lg .
Jr . Deb, Sue, and Karla-This is a makecherry end tables from Morgesons.
up personal since the iast one I intended
detailed woodwork-$80. Twin box spring
for you was thoroughly butchered .
and mattress-S25. Pr. unusual occasional
Thanks again for the great dinner and may
tables, 17" high - $20. All items in good
all your illnesses be gone. C and L.
condition. Diane 862-1398 (after 12 00)

1
· __He-Ip
w_ant_ed__

PUBLIC RELATIONS INTERN Semester 11;
New Yourk City; Top Company ; $1 ,000
month; Admn ., Communication Majors;
production, promotion, marketing,
support work; Resume, application ,
writing sample; Contact Field Experience
Office. Verr e tte House. 2-11 84 ;
ABSOLUTE DEADLINE Oct 8 ; FE /:/
84131A
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or 749-4665.
"·
GRUMBACHER 6' prof wood easel-~65. ,Lg. selection of fish tank supplies no
stands. varied cheap prices Lg . selection
of kitchen supplies-dishes . glasses,
toaster. Bissell elec. sweeper, radios,
csseroles, etc.-all cheap . Lg . selection of
S3 -S5 paperbacks , mostly fiction w 1 good .
NY · book reviews, many sexy types -not
Harlequin-$1 each . Older SU1tcases and a
steamer trunk-cheap. Com e brows e.
Diane 862 - 1398 (aft er 1 2 00) or 749 - ,
4665
Quality Goats Milk , Nutrious and Sweet.
Pick up fresh at our farm in Lee . 90C qt .
$ 1 .60 ~17 gal. $3 gal. Dairy goats and
beautiful kids for sale also . 649-5274
(may have to leave message) .
Jonsereds Chainsaw 49 sp, 16 inch
Windsor bar, 2 new blades. file, guide,
tank . scrench and grease gun . $300.00
firm . 868-1365 . Sam .
'77 ToyoJa Hi lox, New rack flat bed ¾ ton
cap., air shocks, rebuilt eng. Runs great
$2,200. 868-1365 , Sam .
12-String guitar, Yamaha FG -512 w /
hardshell case, $210. Call Mark 4317899

'72 Chevy ¾ ton Beauville Van High
mileage and runs Just fine. 350 auto , A ; C,
radials . Just spent S 185 on tune-up,
exhaust sys ., inspection, etc . Very
dependable and goes well in snow Diane
862 - 1398 (after 12 00) or 749 -4665
Asking $400
Fiddle lessons in many styles from a
professional player folk , bluegrass ,
country dance, 1azz improvisation , also
clc1whammer mountain banjo , guitar,
wooden flute, Ryan Thomson, 659-2658

Persona:-i,,l

1 o the girls we played with on Friday
night , Ebbacrunch , Beth , Lisa , Amy
Thanks for the all-nighter -P.S 1lli' 1i'rcd
li-11

Ma.rk T. I love you tons!!! A
That's a lot of loving'
Cathy & Theresa - Didn 't think we would
Leave you out did you) Thanks for the
cheerleading . 1lli' 1i'!'l'd li-11
Do you need DRINKING MONEY? Have
you had HISTORY 5217 Maybe we can
make a deal. Call Dave 868 - 2915
Dan E. Where have you been all my lifel
You know what I want. Why can 't we get
together . B.J . Maranda .
Steve- Beware .. Watch out for flying
rocks . The next one might come
through!!! (Just kidding) Your friendly
neighbor!!

Jay B. Alexander 105 You're a SEXY
dancer and I think we should get together
and groove to some Rick Jam-es . What do
ya think? Let me know in next week 's NH.
Me
UNH BEWARE!! It's time for the rising of
the 5 30 DIRTY BOYS, the rudest sunrisesippers on campus .. "The M .D. Kid "
ZEEK .
Get lnvolved!I Join Class Council-a
student run organization interested in
planning trips and activities for all UNH
students Come to our first meeting on
Wed. Oct . 3. at 6 30 in the Senate Room in
the MUB. Everyone / Anyone is welcome
to come!
Bruce-Someday you can tell me what
you really thought of your 5th grade
teacher!!!
C'monl !! Todd and Marion are dead (or the
next best thing to it, gradu ated). Give me a
break I
RESOURCE ECONOMICS MAJORSI!
Learn about opportunities available to you
in your major-Come to the RECO CLUB
meetings every Thursday at 12:30 pm.
James Hall rm . 323 (Undeclared and
other majors welcome!)
Meet new people! Join Class Council-a
stud_ent run organization interested in
planning trips and activities for all UNH
students . Come to our first neeting on
Wed . Oct . 3 at 6 30 in the Senate Room in
the MUB . E'veryone/ Anyone is welcome
to come!
To the sisters of Alpha Xi , Thanks so much
for making me feel at home last week . I
love and miss you all! Ginnie .
GET INVOLVED!! Join Class Council-a ·
student run organization interested in
planning trips and activ ities for all UNH
students . Come to our first meeting on
Wed. Oct. 3 at 6 :30 in the Senate Room in
the MUB . Everyone , Anyone is welcome
to come!

Tonearm is a snake From the Gremlin·s
Meet New People! Join Class .Council-a
student run organization interested in
planning trips and activities for all UNH
students. Come to our first meeting on
Wed. Oct. 3 at 6 30 in the Senate Room at
the MUB. Everyone / Anyone is welcome
to comP.!
Bryan-Thanks for playing doctor. I'll try
to be a better hostess next time. Your local
mechanic.
That's sick! I'm glad my mother doesn't
read these.
Denny
"LET'S GET NAKED!!!'' Love
Smokin' Joes!

Hey B 6'ers-South American LoverYou write checks in the mail. Revnege
shall be ever so sweet. Yes the Armeiniah
has also been identified. Hide all B.C.D or
they will be confiscated. Sister Sue and
Julie ar.e safe. Beware- the bruised one.
No Survivors.
I Ht t:300K " How We Say 'GOODBYE
FOREVER' in the U.S .. NEEDS YOU!
The breakup of a marriage or romance is
one of the most stressful periods in
anyone's life. Often included in the
breakup is a final goodbye love letter or
note. Maybe you've written or received
one?

The book "How- We Say 'GOODBYE
FOREVER ' in the U.S ... is to be a
compilation of hundreds of real final
goodbye letters or notes written by real
lovers. husbands and wives.
Although we have received many dozens
of letters from ads placed in national
publications, we have not yet received
what is neeqed from -your state. - If you have a final letter-send it to us
NOW! Of course. all names will be
changed , cities unlisted, and your
confidentiality protected!

Martm of S-5 The Coops -Hove you
pushed any women out of helicopters
lotely) Hope not. You wouldn't want your
nice-guy 'image to he shnttmecl would
you 7 Did you P.vf:n g_et some homework
done without n1e comjng over to wntch
my, I nu)on your color tv? Ahby soys hi to
Rocky Sue
· -

To c1II the pP.ople who go to Nick's, pleose
he equally kind to all the woitresses there .
It seP.ms the blondish one hos heen
getting excessive attention and this is
very unhealthy for her already overinflalP.d ego Thank you so very much lor
your cooperation in this matler
To Kinky what
good ... . !!!!!!t

you

nfierl

is

But nol the kind that Oicldy is gelling!!!!!
We hope
Boylehead, I miss you. I can't wall to party
w1tl) yo~•__o!:1_ ~~e wee_k_enc! of m_v_hir_lhday!
Tara C. of Camp ·Nelhe -We really have to
get together and talk sometime. I have
things to tell you too
Maria and Chantel. Well I don't have
much to say. HI. will have to do it. Have a
good week both of you. Love Sue.
XSEN RA's-don't forget Elisa's 20th
birthday on Sunday the 14th. She's been
counting down the days. A friend
Kinky, how are those dreams? I hope that
Todd didn't see you with Miriam this
weekend. I wouldn't want him to hurt you,
cause I don't want to have to work for you .
Miriam, just who is Kinky anyways? Oh
that's right he's your brother Shelly
DAZZ and DAVE. Hi!
Beast, I hope you do come home this
weekend, I want you to see the picture of
Diddy.M'Burger
Kinky who? Todd
Don't worry Todd. I still love you Miriam

We'll pay you $5.00 for each final love
letter of your's published in this book; no
matter how long. short, happy, sad, funny
or bizarre.
Please briefly describe why the letter was
written and the romance ended
Remember, this is totally legitimate and
your name and city won 't be used .
Hurry and immediately send your letter(s)
or copies with return address to :
GOODBYE FOREVER . PO Box 801 ,
London , Kentucky 40741 .
Going to see the GRATEFUL DEAD in
Hartf-ord, CT on Oct. 147 Do you have a
spare ticket? Well, I'd like to buy it from
you I Please help one of Jerry 's kids and
call 868-2062 (and keep trying .) Thank
you I
Congratulations to the new Chi Omega
pledges . We are psyched for some good
times this fall. Love , the Chi Omega
sisters

Let your friends
in on what's
going on in
your life,
say hi,
or wish a friend
happy birthday.

Happy
Birthday

WHlTNEV
Love ya,
Cindy, Nancy,
Julie, Pam,
Reina and
Michelle

Hey Flounder!! How 's "Grace"?!? Pig
piles in the Border's room-C-I can't see
you; I think we're in heaven!! L-Next time,
put the beer in your mouth-not on your
headll D-there ·s something hanging
outside on the moose! 11 So guys-why did
we go to Kappa Sig that night7I711!

~Tm not sharing my beer with HIM!"

HAPPY 20TH AMY!

now uou don't
·naue to share
with anuone!

You got me. Why would anyone go to
Kappa Sig7
Hey you swinging Portuguese chicks'!
Are you balone7 Welcome home! I
actually , almost missed you (just a little , of
course!)
Tee - Look in Fridays paper and you just
might get your first personal. I wouldn 't
hold my breath if I was you By the way,
thank you for the grapes and pumpkin .
Doug

Happy 20th
Have one on me

a

Love, Lynda-Nank-Chris

Love ya,
BMM

Mr._H
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EKPOSE YOURSELF

\ \ muso

PHOTOSCHOOL
AIID DARKROOfflSI

Classes begin October 8 in Basic . .
and Advance d photogra phy. D_a rkrooms
are also available for use.

-C OO L AI D-

.

-

REGISTRATION---,--

• Begin Sept. 17th-Oc t. 5th
•$35.00 Photosch ool (includes darkroom use)
•$25.00 Darkroo m
• Register in the MU SO office Room 148 of the MU B

FOR fflORE
INFORfflATIOII - CALL
862-1485' ·

"Som eone to Talk to"
862-2293
6 p.m.-m idnigh t

anywh ere in New Hamp shire
800-582-7341

ASK FOR DOIi EVA

or "Dro p-In"

TOfflASEII fflADDEII
DON'T IUAI-T SIGII UP 110111

Basem ent Schof ield House

or
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-------FOOTBALL------(continued from page 24)
Federico had two sacks in the
fourth quarter alone.
The
much
mouth
BU.

Wildcats' didn't play
better against · Dartthan they did against
which isn't bad.

. this team," said center Paul
Dufault. who suffered a
sprained knee. but should be
ready to play next week.

Dartmouth just wasn't the
same caliber football team. The
importance of this game lies in
the fact that UNH proved that
they're not a one man team.
"We have a lot of talent on

SPORTS SCHEDUU:
I OUA Y-Men\ Soccer vs. Bahson at home 3:00 p.m.
Women\ Soccer at Yale
WEDNESDAY-Men\ Tennis at Boston Uni\ersity 1:00
p.m .
Field Hockey at Dartmouth 3:00 p.m.
THlJRSDA Y :--Women\ Tennis at Tufts 3:30 p.m.
FRIDAY-Field Hockey vs. Boston College at home 3:00
p.m.
.
Men\ Tennis vs. Connecticut at home 3:00 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Maine at home 3:00 p.m.
Men's Cross-country vs.Colby and Maine at home 3:00 p.m.
Women's Cross-country vs. Maine at home 3:00 p.m.
Men\ Golf at ECAC Championships
Women\ Soccer vs. Stonehill at home 3:30 p.m.
SATlJRDAY-Football vs. Connecticut at home 1:00 p.m.
Women\ Tennis at Smith I :00 p.m.
Men\ Golf at EC AC Championships
SlJNDA.Y-Womcn\ Vollcyhall vs. Keene State. Boston
College. Har\'ard and Maine at home 9:00 a.m.

l

"We know that we'll be in
contention (for the Yankee
ronference title) at the end of
1e season. Last week was a
uke. there's no question about
l

1at.,,

The rest of the season will be
no picnic for UN H. Several of
their upcoming opponents
have been playing well lately.
including Bucknell, Northeastern. and URI.
Andre Garron may not play
another game for UN H this
season. depending on how
serious the injury is determined
to be. Most tea ms could not
overcome losing a superstar of
Garron's ability, but Garron
himself knows they can.
"I don't look at my injury as
a big setback for the team,,, said
Garron. 'Tm just one player
doing a job. We have tailbacks
who can do my job, like Scott
(Perry) did today.,,

Tim Mortimer(NH) attempting to hold off opponent at one of
the boundary markers.(Bob Arsenault photo)

-------X-COUNTRY------races." he added.
Scott Rhodes was UNH\
fourth man for the second week
in a row and Eric Demarco
scored his first points this year
when he finished fifth for the
team in thirteenth place
overall.

( continued from page 22)
As a team. UN H looked
extremely good on Friday.
Their second through fifth man
were separated by 15 seconds. a
margin that has closed
considerablv since the
beginning of th~c year.
The men\ next meet will be

on Friday October 5, in the
College Woods against
U Maine and Colby. Jeremy
King is looking forward to the
rematch against Colby.
"I think we have a good
chance to beat them at home."
he said.

UNH
FALL HORSE TRIALS
k?C('(')sni1.c~1

October 6

by I he

l!nil cd (')\ i.1k\~ c~,mbincd Tu1inins
/\,~fic,cii.il k,n

Dressage at Green Acres Dover

8 a.m. - I :30 p.m.

October 7

Cross Country endurance and
stadiur.1 jumping at the UN H
Light Horse Center 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

University of New Hampshire.
sponsors

THE POLISH
PHOENIX
1000 YEARS OF HISTORY & CULTURE
presented by The University of Pittsburgh
Tuesday, October 2, 1984
7:30 P.M.
Strafford Room, Memorial Union Bldg.
Sponsors:

Free Admission

International Perspective Program
Associated Academic Programs in Leningrad
College of Liberal Arts
Dean of Students Office
Free .\dmission
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Men' s cross -coun try squa d runs to secon d place
By Bob Arsenault
The UNH men's cross-·
country team produced three
wins this weekend at Bowdoin.
Thc.y defeated Southern
Maine, Bowdoin, and Maine ·
Maritime while finishing
second overall to Colby over a
5.7 mile grass course situated
on the Brunswick golf course.
UN H's number one man,
Jeremy King, produced his first
collegiate win in cross-country
as he · posted a time of 28:54.
"It feels great," said King. "I
run well on flat, grass courses

like this one," he continued.
"It's nice to have a few wins
for the team."
An extremely well-grouped
Colby team took most of the
places · following, King until
freshman Dan Bustard crossed
the line in tenth place with a
time of 30: 15.
"I've been moving up a little
each week," Bustard explained,
"and this week I went out hard
and kept Jeremy in sight as
long as I could," he concluded.
Sophomore Jim MacKenzie
finished eleventh overall and

third for UNH in 30:20. After
two consecutive weeks as the
fifth man, MacKenzie is
beginning to run stronger.
"Right now I'm feeling the,
way I had planned on feeling :
earlier in the season , " '
MacKenzie said. "I hope to be
really strong by November, a nd
until then I '11 run the best I can
to help the team . Friday's
course was longer than usual
and that helped me because I
run stronger in the longer
X-C'OlJNTRY. page 21

Wom en volle y haile rs split
game I 5-1 I and then battled
By Steve. Langevin
A lack of intensity may have Cornell in the second before
cost the UNH women's bowing out 19-17. Cornell
volleyball team a couple of rolled past an exhausted UNH
games and maybe even a squad 15-6 in the third and
match, but their skills enabled deciding game.
""We can beat Cornell. We
them to still enjoy a favorable
second place finish in the would have beaten them if we
consolation round of the had been able to keep our
UMass Invitational held intensity throughout," said
Ford. "We'll get another shot at
Friday and Saturday.
""The girls are playing well them at the Syracuse
skill-wise, they just have to Invitational."
"The girls played much
improve more mentally,"
commented UNH head coach better Saturday, especially
considering that we didn't get
Carol Ford.
The Wildcats opened with back to the hotel until midnight
Holy Cross on Friday and after the Army match and had
prevailed after losing the first to play Southern Connecticut
game 15-13 by capturing the at 8:00 a.m. Saturday,"
next two games 15-10, 15-9. commented Ford.
The Wildcats received
They followed that with a 1512, 16-14 loss to Springfield several outstanding perforand a 15-7, 14-16, 15-11 defeat mances over the weekend.
at the hands of a strong Army. Thalia Chaltas, who always
plays well, played what Coach
team.
"We never should have lost Ford described as ••probably
to Springfield," said Ford. ••1t · the best volleyball of her life"
and Colleen Cody gave UN H a
was just bad volleyball."
Because of their third place good attack out of the middle
finish in their pool, the both offensively and defenWildcats were put into the sively.
The other outstanding player
consolation round on Saturday
for the tournament was
and seemed to perk up.
They squashed Southern substitute Karen Asbury, who ·
Connecticut 15-0, 15-7 and did a great all-around job, but
then battled past Farleigh- especially at the setter position.
··Karenhascom einanddone
Dickinson 15-11, 11-15, 15-7.
Their final match of the the job all year," said Ford.
This Sunday the Wildcats
tournament was against
Cornell. UNH won the first (7-5) host the Wildcat Classic

beginning at 9:00 a.m. Teams
participating this year are
Keene State, Harvard, Boston
College and Maine. It is one of
only two home matches the
Wildcats have this year so don't
miss out on this opportunity to
watch and cheer on this
talented team.
·•we have a very good shot at
winning our Classic," said Ford. ··we are also preparing
for the Syracuse Invitational
which will be held the next
weekend and will be our
toughest of the season."

The men's cross-country team finished second out of four
teams Friday at the Bowdoin Invitational. UN H's Jeremy King
won the race.(Bob Arsenault photo)

UNH wome n's x-cou ntry third
By Bob Arse·nault
The UNH women's crosscountry team has definitely
established itself as a powerful
team this year. At the Rutger's
Invitational this past Saturday,
the women finished third
overall behind Villanova and
Penn State.
Kathy Brandel! led the way
for the Wildcats with her first
major race victory in crosscountry. She won the 5000m
race by four seconds over Mary
Ellen McGowan of Villanova,
who is one of the top 1500m
runners in the nation.
·•Kathy ran a great race for

us," said Coach Krueger, ··she
was in a group of six people
after the first loop of the race.
That group broke down to four
at the second loop and Kath~
pulled away from them with
about a half-mile left in the
race," she concluded.
Dom St. Pierre continued
her string of impressive raceswith a 25th place finish overall
and second for UNH. Only a
freshman, St. Pierre has moved
from fifth on the team to
second in just three races.
"She likes to run like
everyone else on this team,"
said Coach Krueger. ··Dom's a
super addition to this team"
Third year cross-country
runner Liese Schaff was third
for UN H with a 28th place
performance and Maureen
Connors took fourth with a
32nd place effort.
The fifth and final scorer for
UNH was senior T-ci Wilson

who ran 18:24.4 anllinished in
36th place out of the 86 runners
in the race. Wilson has moved
up consistently all year and has
the speed to go even higher.
··This race gives us a real lift
for the Nationals," said Coach
Krueger. .. Right now we're in
contention as a team to qualify
from District I. The teams we
have to be ready for are B.C.,
Dartmouth and Boston
University.
The women's next meet will
be on Friday, October 5, at 4:30
in the College Woods against
U Maine. As this is the last
home race of the year, it is
dedicated to the graduating
seniors. This year, we have four
seniors who will be finishing
their cross-country car.eers at
UN H. They are co-captain
.Kathy Brandel!, Pam Egan,
Leslie Matthews and T-ci
Wilson.

Netw omen place
damp er on UMas s
By Steve Langevin
The second doubles duo of
Chris Stanton and Dianna
Fischer won the final two sets
by identical 6-3 scores after
dropping the first set in a tiebreaker 7-6, to gi ve the UNH
women's tennis team a hardfought 5-4 win over UMass
Saturday.
·•The girls did well to win,"
said UNH head coach Russ
McCurdy. ••1 figured it would
be close."
The match was tied at 3-3
after the singles as UN H got
victories from Anne G. Sherer
Wendy Crowe at second
and
after
3-all
at
The UNH women's tennis team registered a 5-4 win over UMASS Saturday. Tied
singles and from Sara
third
and
file. ph9to) l
singles they rallied to win two of the three dqylj>Le matc~es.(Frank Consentin_o
1
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Da vies at the sixth position.
In the doubles, UNH's top
tandem of Jennifer Radden
and Lise! Banker were
victorious, while the third
doubles combo of Linda Quain
and Priscilla Whitehouse
battled hard but lost in three
sets. That set the scene for the
heroics of Stanton and Fischer.
"It was a good win and
should help the girls get matchtough," added McCurdy. "It
was good experience for them."
The Wildcats travel to Tufts
Thursday in a match that
McCurdy feels will be another
battle.
r I
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UNH men's tennis makes strong showing at ECAC's
By Steve Langevin
Stronger competition than a
year .ago and tough luck in the
doubles draw didn't help the ·
Wildcats, but they were still
able to finish a very respectable
fourth at the ECAC North
Men's Tennis Championships
held in sunny Albany, New
York over the weekend.·
These Championships
included 28 colleges from the
Division 11 and 111 levels. Three
very strong teams played in
Alb.any this year, instead of at
the ECAC South Champion:.
ships, where they played last
year. The most significant of
the three teams was St. John's
who won the other last year and
was looking for stronger
competition at Albany. The
other two were Millersville, Pa.
;md UMASS.
Copping this year's title was
the University of Rochester,
followed closely by St. John's.
Dave Hall and Shaun
Hassett, who were seeded
fourth at the second doubles
postion, made it the furthest of ·
any of the Wildcats, reaching
the semi-finals before losing to
a powerful Rochester tandem
6-4, 5-7, 6-4. They received a
bye in the first round, defeated
Salem St. 6-2, 6-0 in the second
round and beat U Mass in two
sets in the quarterfinals.
"Dave and Shaun played
extremely well," said UN H
head coach Bob Berry.
"Rochester is always strong in
doubles."
Steve Noble(above) and the rest of the men's tennis team played very well at the ECAC's held
In the other doubles Dave
Friday and Satur~ay at Suny Albany, New York.(Frank Consentino file photo)
Palumbo and Christian Seibert
were seeded number one and
lived up to that · status eatly
with a 6-3, 6-3 victory over St.
John's in the second round, but
ran into a buzzsaw in Bates·
the UN H goal by controlling country. We're playing a tough College in the quarters. Their
By Chris Urick
Yale
team
next,
but
I
think
we
After twenty-two fruitless the ball and applying pressure
Bates' opponents, the eventual
attempts on the soccer field, the to Terrier goalie Dierdra have a good chance against · champions who came out of
them,"
added
Andrews.
Burke.
UN
H
got
its
final
goal
UNH women's soccer team
relative obscurity, seemed to
finally came away with a of the' game when Sarah Stokes
("a
definitely
skilled
player"victory by totally dismantling
Boston University, 3-0. It was Andrews) took a feed from
their first win of the 1984 · Chadwick and knocked it past
season, and their first win since Burke to put the game on ice
for the Wildcats.
the 1982 season.
Coach Andrews was pleased
UN H dominated from start
to finish, out-playing and with the defensive effort, with
outshooting the Terriers to the Mary Reynolds and Laura
Sturgeon especially turning in
tune of 31-4.
"We just totally outplayed fine efforts.
"The astroturf (at B. U.) was
them from start to finish, which
was nice for a change. We were really our only problem, but I
definitely the stronger team. think our speed overcame that:
We were beating them to the I think our speed was definitely
ball, which had been our a factor in the game," reiterated
problem so far this year," Andrews.
UN H now stands at 1-4 on
commented coach Ken
Andrews, who had to be the season, and after early
delighted on Sunday evening season losses to some of the
when Cheryl Chadwick gave nations top teams, the team
UN H the lead at half-time, hopes to turp their record
notching a pair of goals to around as they play teams
which they have a good chance
make it 2-0, at the break.
· UN H continued its domin- to beat.
"It's good to finally get away
ance in the second half, keeping
Boston University away from from the top teams in the

Womeil hoOters· blank BU -3-0

grow stronger after losing the
first set to · Palumbo and
Seibert, as they took the next
two 6-0, 6-3.
"Dave and Christian played
well, but they just ran into a
strong Bates team that
probably should have been
seeded," commented Berry. "If
they had won that match I
think they would have gone all
the way," he added.
The number one singles
player for the Wildcats, Steve
Noble, played superbly,
defeating Wayne Peterson of
the University of Massachusetts 6-3,6-4. Peterson had
beaten Noble earlier this
season. Noble then lost to
third-seeded Tim Duffy of
Vermont 6-1,6-2.
•~1t was a great win for Steve
to win at number one singles,"
said Berry, "Especially for him
to beat Peterson after losing
earlier."
Mike McMahon played at
the second singles spot after
playing all year,atnurnber six.
He received a bye in the first
round, moved through the
second round when his Buffalo
opponent defaulted, before
losing to top-seeded John
Varstman of St. John's 6-2,6-3.
He managed to pick up three
important points for the
Wildcats without winning a
match.
"It was tough for Mike: he
wanted to play," commented
Berry.
The ECACs behind them:
the Wildcats must now return
to regular season aGtion, as
they travel to Boston
University Wednesday and
host the University of
Connecticut on Friday at 3:00
P-!11· in the final match of the
year.
"B. U. is ve.ry strong and _
U Conn is like Vermont," said
Berry.

---FIELD HOCKEY--( continued from page 24-)
Heap. Sue Rammage counteracted for Bucknell at the 30
minute mark, breaking the
'Cats string of six consecutive
shut-outs. As the first half was
nearing the end. Pauline
Collins made it 3-1 with a goal
assisted by Mary Ellen
Cullinane.
With six minutes expired in
the second half, Geromini
scored another unassisted goal
giving the 'Cats a 4-1 edge. A
penalty shot for Bucknell with
six minutes remaining in the

game finished off the scoring.
UN H's freshman netminder
Flannell had nine saves to pick
up her seventh win of the
season.
A ft er a n away trip to
Dartmouth on Wednesday, the
'Cats will be back home for a
3:00 pm game ag~inst Boston
College on October 5th. Don't
miss out on the action, come
down to Memorial Field and
find out for yourself how
impressive the UNH Wildcats
really are.

Pam Russell(20) forces a Boston College player to kick it away. UNH notched its first win since
t 982 ·wfi~n- if bdf B'o~ton Urli\rersiry· 1·-'f)··s1n1d8'y:
·- · •· · ·- ·
"
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Sports
Gar ron out for _seas on?

W ild ca t

·

ri dd er s ov er wh elm Da rt m ou th

By Ray Routhier
Questio n: What would the
UNH footqal l team do if they
didn't have Andre Garron ?
A) They'd lose all their games
8) They'd still be a good
footbal l team
C) They'd conver t Dave
Wissma n into a running back
and he'd win the Heisma n

Trophy .
If you answer ed A, you've
been watchi ng too much
televisi on. The correct answer ,
believe it or not, is B. Garron
may be one of the greates t
running backs to ever don the
Blue, but this is one of the best
footbal l teams UNH has ever
assemb led. Unfortu nately, it
took a tragedy to prove that
·
fact.
In Satur day's 38-10
trounc ing of Dartm outh,
Garron was again in AllAmeric an form. He'd gained 56
yards on IO carries by early in
the second quarter . On a
second and twelve, Garron
took a pitch and swept around
left end. After gaining 9 yards,
he was brough t down by a mob.
When the crowd cleared ,
Garron stayed on the ground ,
writhin g in pain. He had
second quarter. The Wildcats went
suffere d a spraine d or torn
56 yards and one touchd own before injuring his knee early rn the
ligamen t, in his knee, and had Andre Garron(35) rushed for
photo)
Jr.
Smith
les
ay in Hanover.(Char
. on to win withou t him trouncing Dartmo uth 38-10 Saturd
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